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FREEDOM OF S P E E C H F R E E D O M OF THOUGHT
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
The editor/publisher of Liberty Bell does not necessarily agree with each and
every article in this magazine, nor does he subscribe to all conclusions arrived at
by various writers; however, he does ende_avor to permit the exposure of ideas
suppressed by the controlled news media of this country.
It is, therefore, in the best tradition of A m e r i c a and of free men everywhere
that Liberty Bellsimes
to give free reign to ideas, for ultimately it is ideas which
rule the worid a n d determine both the content a n d structure of our Western
culture.
We believe that w e c a n a n d will change our society for the better. W e
declare our long-held view that no institution or government created by men, for
men, is inviolable, incorruptible, and not subject to evolution, change, or replacement by the will of an informed people.
To this w e dedicate our lives and our work. No effort will be spared and no
idea will be allowed to go unexpressed if w e think it will benefit the Thinking
People, noljjp'niy of.^Amerioa, but the entire world.
George P. Dietz, Editor &

Publisher

WHEN WE WERE SANE
The picture above is reproduced from the cover of Science News,
7 September 1991, where it appears without identification or explanation to call attention to an article about the effect of excessive use
of cocaine on the foetus of pregnant women. It is obviously an
adverdsement that appeared in many newspapers in the 1890s or
early 1900s and was also issued as a handbill printed in colors.
The advertisement comes from a time when cocaine, a tincture
prepared from the leaves of the coca plant, was carried in stock by
all pharmacies and available to any purchaser. It was generally used
as an analgesic and local anaestheric in ophdialmology and dentistry,
where compoimds of it are still employed. The cocaine drops here
advertised were undoubtedly effective and infallibly relieved toothache;
a small vial of them was certainly worth the cost, fifteen cents (real
1. Cocaine (C17H21NO4) is sometimes called benzoylmethyl ecgdnine by
persons who, for some reason, wish to avoid the common term.''^
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money, not the intrinsically worthless trading stamps printed by the
ftaud called the Federal Reserve). If the drops were now available, I
would suggest that you keep some on handAs everyone iuiows, a seven-percent solution of cocaine was taken
intravenously by Sherlock Holmes when he had no absorbing problem
to occupy his mind; in two or three of the stories Dr. Watson mildly
remarks that habitual reliance on cocaine may be deleterious to healda.
Cocaine is also a stimulant, like chocolate, that provides energy and
temporarily replaces food; the leaves of the coca"^ plant are chewed (with
a litde powdered lime) by the natives in Chile, Peru, and Bolivia, giving
them remarkable powers of endurance, and the leaves are probably
necessary for hard labor at high altitudes in the Andes. Cocaine was used
as a mild stimulant in the Edwardian Age.
As he remarks in his memoirs, Harry Elmer Barnes, when he
worked as a clerk in a drug store to earn money for college, commonly sold cocaine to customers. So did coundess other men employed in pharmacies. It was recommended by many physicians,^
who natirrally did not write prescriptions for a medicine available
over the counter in every pharmacy and in many general stores.
Proprietary tonics containing cocaine as- the active ingredient were
on sale everywhere and obtainable from Sears, Roebuck & Co. and
other mail-order houses. Cocaine was also the active ingredient of a
patented beverage, frankly called "Coca-cola," that was then coming

into general use and was especially commended and promoted by
"temperance workers" as a pleasant and wholesome substitute for
beer, wine, and whisky, which contained the diabolical and soul-destroying drug called alcohol.
H o ^ men were probably yapping about cocaine. They are always
yapping about something in a disgrunded effort to regain the power
and pleasure they had in the Great Age of Protestantism, when they
could imprison sinners who danced, engaged in mummery, witnessed theatrical performances, celebrated Christmas, or otherwise offended their strange G o d ; when they could punish persons
who laughed on Sunday by putting them in the stocks and exposing
them to rotten tomatoes and similar missiles thrown in their faces
by the jeering rabble, while God's men chortled w i t h satisfied righteousness.
As I vaguely recall^—the point is not worth the effort of looking it
up—^in Massachusetts and Illinois the social reformers did procure I l l a tion intended to make cocaine and similar drugs available only on prescription, to the profit of the medical profession (in those far-off days it
was a profession, not a business). But in the years around 1900 the holy
men and their sedulous apes, "do-gooders," chiefly fat-headed women,
were concentrating their efforts on routing Satan's chief lieutenant, the
Demon Rum, and on prohibiting use of the devil's weed in the wicked
form of dgirettes.^ They did succeed in inducing prohibition of alco-

2. Coca (Erythroocylon coca), the source of cocaine, must not be confused
with anotlier South American plant, cacao (Theobroma cacao), the
source of chocolate, a drug which produces similar but much milder
effects.

4. You will recall that John Evelyn i n his diary describes the incident
in which he and sotne close friends, who had foregathered to celebrate
secretly the traditional rites of Christmas, were denounced by some
spy or informer, and were surprised and caught, flagrante delicto, by a
file of soldiers who arrested them for criminal merriment.

3. It was also enthusiastically recommended by the Kike who did so
much to convince the world that the Jews' sexual obsessions were a
function of human nature. Freud was himself an addict of the drug he
recommended; see his Cocaine Papers, which are available i n a good
English translation that I cannot locate on my shelves at this moment.
Carl Jung was, I believe, the first to denounce the inherent fallacy of
the Freudian hoax: "It is an unpardonable mistake to accept the conclusions of a Jewish psychology as generally valid." (Two Essays on
Analytical Psychology = Collected Works, Vol. VII [= Bollingen Series,
Vol. XX] (2d ed., New York, Pantheon Books, 1966), p.l52.
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5. It should be noted that tobacco was evil when used in cigarettes, but
not when used i n cigars, which were smoked by politicians who would
not have tolerated curtailment of their own favorite means of relaxation, and not when smoked i n pipes or used as snuff, for there was a
limit to the meddling that farmers and the like would endure.from
dervishes. Cigarettes were comparatively expensive and chiefly smoked
by college students and other fashionable young men, although they
were also used in private by some women who were so immoral they
put powder on their shameless faces.
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holic beverages in five or six of die more rustic states'^ and in quite
a few backward towns or similar localities, and in prohibiting cigarettes in Wisconsin, Kansas, and perhaps some other states in which
Bible-banging was endemic.
As I havefirequentlypointed out before/ in the Nineteenth
and eady Twentieth Centuries opium was also on sale in all pharmacies, especially in the form of its tincture, laudanum, and kept
on hand in many households, as is aspirin today, for the relief of
insomnia, headaches, and arthritic or rheumatic pain. The most
common derivative of opium, morphine, for injection by hypodermic syringe, was also freely available, recommended by many
physicians as a sedative and anodyne, and was warmly commended
by some reformers as a means of ending dependence on nasty alcohol. Chemists produced, by fairly intricate processes, other derivatives of morphine, which had a limited use.
6. Maine, Iowa, Kansas, North Dakota, Oklahoma, and perhaps others.
In some states the prohibition was frankly intended only to keep liquor
out of the hands of niggers and Indians and often of the White proletariat also. The Puritans of New England had such fits of do-gooding in
the early part of the century, but promptly repented, and around the
1880s some states, including HUnois, temporarily lapsed into such legislative foolishness, but soon came to their senses. Everyone remembers the insanity of national Prohibition, enacted by holy men and dogooders, who, as often happens, were in alliance with ambitious criminal syndicates and the Communists, eager to establish a precedent for
subversion of the nation and the enslavement of free men. Oklahoma,
even after 1933, tried to exclude spirituous hquors from the state, and
I can remember having entered the state in an automobile of which the
trunk was weighted down with cases of bottled cheer for an acquaintance who lived in that desert. That is an adequate commentary on the
whole folly of legislated uplift.
7. Especially in Liberty Bell, July 1987, pp. 9-11; February 1990, pp.
11-14.
8. What is now the best known and most widely used derivative, diacetylmorphine, was developed by the Bayer Corporation, which became
the foremost producer of drugs to alleviate pain and comparable distress. The corporation marketed with great success both acetylsalicyhc
acid, for which it devised the trade name 'aspirin,' and diacetylmorphine, to which it gave a name with commendatory connotation, "heroin.' The latter was specifically approved and recommended by the
4 — Liberty Bell I January 1992

When cocaine, laudanum, and similar narcotics were comparatively
inexpensive and available to everyone, there was no problem of 'drug
addiction.' That is a highly significant feet and worthy of your best
attention.
There was no problem (except in the clamor of the "unco' guid")
because our racial ethos had not yet been nullified by our enemies and
fools, and we still retained, on the whole, the sanity of common sense.
It was known, of course, that the drugs in question could become addictive through excessive or continual use of them, but
most things are addictive. Aspitin and all somniferent and
'tranquilizing' medicines are notoriously addictive. Coffee, tobacco,
and sweetmeats undoubtedly are, and sugar can produce a compulsive addiction.^ O l d men, who can remember a time when
college athletics were an activity of actual undergraduates,
instead of a business with ignorant but highly paid performers,^^ may have known young graduates who had become so
American Medical Association as an alternative to morphine, especially
when hypodermic injection was to be avoided. See David F, Musto, The
American Disease: the Origins of Narcotics Control (New Haven, Connecticut; Yale University Press, 1973).
9. I was once acquainted with a young Englishwoman from a good
county family, an undergraduate in one of the Oxford women's colleges,
who could make a two-pound box of chocolate creams evaporate faster
than a drop of ether. She could have been a pretty blonde, but at seventeen or eighteen she was already uncomely and unpleasingly pudgy,
having sacrificed face and figure to her bulimia. She was said to be
doing passable work in her college, but her mentality, possibly affected
by her vice, was apparent in her denigration of her family's social position and her poise as an 'intellectual" who (c. 1930) told everyone, "I'm
awffy keen about Laybah; ahen't you?"
10. Not long ago a nigger coach in a large university was accustomed to ofTer $80,000, a sports-model automobile, and, by implication, a copious supply of White whores to long-legged and long-armed
niggers whom he wanted to hire to play basketball for his institution.
Some of his prospects were so stupid that they boasted of the offer to
everyone they knew and tried to use it to obtain more largesse from
other "educational" institutions, so there was a minor scandal that
it took a little while to hush up, but I am told that the practice is
now virtually universal.
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addicted to strenuous daily exercise that they found it difficult
and painfiil to adjust to sedentary employment.
All forms of addiction ate psychic as well as physical, and craving for the sensations produced by the drug is probably more potent
than the stricdy physiological reaction of a body accustomed to it.
Some of the most baneful addictions, indeed, produce no physical
symptoms. A recent "survey" reports that Americans (including children) spend an average of seven hours a day staring at their boobtubes, usually in a state of hypnotic trance, the consciousness
receiving impressions without the intervention of thought. In its
effect on our people, that form of addiction is far more baneful than
the total of addiction to cocaine, heroin, marijuana, 'crack,' and
similar drugs.
In die era before diere was a "drug problem," it was known, of
course, that some men and even women became ruinously addicted to cocaine and opium, just as a great many became hopelessly addicted to whisky or gin or even beer, but it was
rationally assumed that, with a very few possible exceptions in
extraordinary circumstances, the addicts were, in the words of
the eminent British pharmacologist, Edward Morell Holmes,
weak-willed "moral imbeciles" who were commonly also "addicted to other forms of depravity." It was also rationally taken
for granted that the sooner such individuals rid society of themselves, the better. Although sentimental women may squawk,
that is simply true—a necessary truth enforced by biological
processes and ignored only by nations that are themselves not
fit to survive in the harsh reality of the natural world. That
may seem cruel to persons addicted to lying to themselves
about the real world, but it is the common sense that is
apparent to everyone not hopelessly addicted to hallucinatory
drugs or superstitions.
For example, in Trollope's Doaor Thome, perhaps the best volume in die Barchester series, Sir Louis, die son of the nouveau riche
engineer, Scatchard, destroys himself with brandy—^and a very good
6 — Liberty Bell I January 1992

thing it is too, for everyone concerned. A friend kindly sent me a
whole sheaf of cuttings from newspapers in San Francisco and Sacramento that describe the prevalent and almost epidemic addiction
to "crack" (synthesized amphetamines) and "ice" (crystallized methamphetamine), relatively cheap substitutes for cocaine and heroin.
Assuming that the addicts interviewed or seen by the journalists
were accurately described, it is sheer madness for a society to waste
money in efforts to save such creaturesfromthemselves. Despite the
journalists' obligatory efforts to conceal the facts of race, it was
obvious that most of the addicts were animated garbage that should
never have been admitted to, or subsidized in, this country, while a
comparatively few were degenerates of our race.
A sane society, instead of wasting its resources on efforts to
salvage such worthless wreckage, would tacidy encourage all such
addicts to eliminate themselves as soon as possible, thus mitigating
the most noxious and dangerous form of environmental pollution.
The nature of what is called addiction' is generally misunderstood. The effects are largely determined by heredity, i.e., both by
intellectual capacity, which is entirely genetic and only elicited or
blighted by education, and by a genetically determined propensity
to addiction.
De Quincy was brilliant, even as a hoy, he became addicted to
opium to relieve neuralgia when he was nineteen or twenty, but that
did not prevent him from becoming one of the great and universally
acknowledged masters of English literature. He was the master of his
addiction, not enslaved by it. When it became harmfiil, he was able
to discontinue the use of opium, to resume it later when he needed
an anodyne to sorrow, and again to discontinue use of the pleasur11. The novel is realistic (except for the probabihty that Sir Louis also
had vices of which Victorian readers were determined to remain ignorant), and you need only consider how doleful would have been the
catastrophe, had not Sir Louis removed himself from a world that he
encumbered. You may take this as an instance of what happened many
times in Victorian society, almost always with benefit to innocent and
decent persons, though sometimes with regrettable hardship or sorrow
to others.
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able narcotic. There is no evidence that he sustained any demonstrable physical or mental injury from his use of opium.
I have known several men who became, by heredity, so addicted to
alcohol that they were notorious alcoholics. Some had die will-power to
break their addiction when it became obviously injurious; some did not,
including the most briJliant, who had known what tendency he had
inherited and foreseen the probably inevitable results of beginning to
drink spirituous liquors. That was deplorable, but he might also have
inherited a cardiac weakness or a susceptibility to cancer that would
likewise have condemned him to a premattut deadi. A friend of mine
wo.uld have been considered an alcoholic, had it been genei-ally
known diat he needed a fifth of die best botirbon every day when
he was engaged in intensive intellectual work, but when idle and
at leisure he was not at all dependent on botded stimulus.
Everyone knows instances of addiction to drugs that has unfortimate results. A friend of mine knows a business man who had a
well-established and prosperous local business until he became addicted to the use of cocaine. N o w the business is on the verge of
bankruptcy and the man himself will probably be convicted of
murderous assault widi a knife on a chance acquaintance.^^ You
doubdess know of many similar instances.
W e must, as rational men, ignore all of the hysteria aroused to
promote Bushy s fake "war on drugs," which is designed, first, to
12. My friend had not thought of inquiring whether the business man
had sought help from a psychiatrist, who may have used the synthetic
drug that was recently identified as causing homicidal mania in men.
The effects on women are quite different. In the only case of which I
have heard, a middle-aged woman, employed as a clerk and cashier,
caught in one of the "Tiealth maintenance" schemes now widely promoted, was given 'Prozac' by the psychiatrist to whom she was sent by
the clinic; the results were wrinMing and premature aging of the face,
inability to stand for any considerable length of time, frequent lapses
of memory, and sporadic mental confusion approaching incoherence.
When a threat of a suit for malpractice frightened the psychiatrist into
releasing the victim, she recovered from all the effects of the drug in a
few weeks on a diet that included an abundance of vitamins and necessary minerals.
8 — Liberty Bell I January 1992

destroy the few remaining legal provisions that should prcrtea
Americans from total servitude and to place them entirely at the
mercy of Federal terrorists, and second, to aid die major merchants
in the narcotic-drug industry, including "our" C I A , many politicians in h i ^ office, and, according to reports published from time
to dime in The Spotlight, Bushy himself, by suppressing unaudiorized
competition from independent dealers and cut-rate producers.
There are two basic facts that we must recognize.
Almost all of the transport and vending of cocaine, heroin, etc.
(as distina from the financiers and directors of die wholesale business) is performed by members of the sacrosanct "minorities," i.e.,
our racial enemies, most of them imported into the United States by
the international conspiracy described by Ivor Benson in the October issue of Liberty Bell A very large proportion of those drugs are
purchased by the same biological trash. There is no point in talking
about this major part of die present "drug problem" so long as
Americans elect to live in a garbage dump. If, by some miraculous
interposition, the Americans should someday decide to clean house,
the problem would disappear. If they do not, they will prove that the
boolms Ammcanus is not a viable species of animal life, and again the
problem will be nugatory. It need not, therefore, concern us here.
Our only legitimate interest is in members of our own race.
13. See Alfred W. McCoy, The Politics of Heroin: CIA Complicity in the
Global Drug Trade (Brooklyn, Lawrence Hill [= Chicago Review Press],
1991.
14. Len Martin, in his Godfathers of North Dakota (Detroit Lakes, Minnesota, Pro-American Press, 1987), quotes sworn testimony by Daniel
Murray, who averred that he served as messenger for the
AttorneyGeneral of North Dakota, carrying shipments of cocaine
and occasionally marijuana from Florida for the huge criminal organization headed by the Governor of the state. The drugs were only a
small part of the total corruption of government, including judges,
lawyers, banks, and politicians, in a state which most of us consider
agrarian and so probably retaining some of the whilom virtues of
our people. It is, however, lousy with Jews. Cf the mention of the
Dakotas in Instauration, December 1987, p. 23.
Liberty Bell / January 1992
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We must begin by sharply distinguishing natural drugs, principally cocaine, opium, morphine, and cannabis (hashish, marijuana),^^ of which the effects have long been generally known and
should be anticipated by anyone who uses them, and the thousands
of synthetic drugs now in use, of which the total effects are unknown even to the experts who have pronounced them "safe" on
the supposition diat men and mice are physiologically equal, which
are generally and often recklessly administered by physicians and
psychiatrists to trusting patients who are usually not informed of
even the expeaed eflfects and have no real chance to decide for
rfiemselves whether they want the medication with the risks it may
involve. Some of these synthetic drugs (e.g., lysergic acid diethylamide) are also sold clandestinely to gullible customers or surreptitiously given to persons whom it is wished to destroy. W e are now
talking only about the natural and well-knovm drugs.
Wlien the effects of a drug are common knowledge, use of it in
a free society should depend only on the decision of each individual.
If, unlike modem Americans, we value personal liberty, either as a
matter of racial principle or as a biologically salubrious method for
improvement of the race, we should observe with drugs, as with
other articles of commerce, the rule that the purchaser must decide
for himself whether he wants the article and can afford the price.
Intelligent persons should know what they are doing when they
purchase the drug. They may, of course, be mistaken about themselves or have inherited some mentally crippling genetic deficiency,
15. The total effects of marijuana are still in dispute, and some "conservatives," such as William F . Buckley, advocate making it again generally available. It has been in use in the United States for a long
time. It was around 1930, as I recall, that the leader of a small dance
band told me that White men could not reproduce the nigger noise
then in vogue for dancing without deranging their nervous systems by
use of marijuana to produce the necessary reflexes. The current efforts
to stop the production of marijuana by employing armies of vagrant
spies to detect and uproot plants of Cannabis satiua forces the United
States to rely on imports for an indispensable industrial material
(hemp).
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and there will imdoubtedly be persons in whom the results of their
freedom of choice will be pathetic for themselves or for persons near
to them, just as it now is in the case of alcohol. But that, however
much it may make sentimentalists jabber and sob, is precisely what
a rational society should not only permit but want.
We live in a universe in which all organic life is a rare and
utterly insignificant epiphenomenon, meaningless on the scale of
the majestic and eternal movements of stars and galaxies. It is only
to the animals it has produced that organic life has any importance,
but it is the whole of life to them.
We organisms live in a hostile world. The meanest bug lives
(unconsciously, we assume) in constant fear of predators, and scutdes for safety when it senses danger. Birds, those tiny and pretty
descendants of minuscule dinosaurs, live only by constant vigilance,
and even so domesticated and stupefied creauires as chickens will be
thrown into panic by the shadow of a hawk flying high above them.
The rabbit survives because he is perpetually afraid and flees at the
first suspicion of hostile intent. Wolves explore a region cautiously
before attacking their prey. The human genus is not at all different,
except that it has by intelligence obtained the ability to destroy most
of its non-human enemies, and is menaced chiefly by predators of
its own genus, often of the same species.
There is only one supreme law of life: the survival of the fittest,
with its corollary, the extermination (or, through a hazardous compassion, subjugation) of the unfit. The Athenian envoys at Melos
stated an obvious truth:
" O f the gods we believe, and of men we know, that the strong
do what they will, and the weak suffer what they must."
16. It is time that we stop the nonsense of pretending that while there
are several species of each of the other anthropoids, there is only one
species of anthropoids that can talk. That notion was based on anatomical similarities, with many details forced into the same pattern, ignoring the far greater psychic differences between races and even between
ethnic groups.

~

~
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The only possible error in diat dictum will come from incorrea
estimates of strength.
The survival of all species depends on success in eluding or
resisting their active or potential enemies, for practical purposes,
almost all other species. The lower species, such as rats and rabbits,
survive and in favorable circumstances advance their species by
being enormously prolific, breeding at an amazing rate. (This is
also true of the lower species of human animals.)The higher
species rely on cunning and strength. Most of them further
ensure their survival by forming associations for mutual protection: herds, packs, bands, tribes.
Baboons, who are more intelligent than apes, have evinced an
amazing capacity for survival by forming bands governed by an
oligarchy of old and experienced males, who, like true aristocrats,
sacrifice diemselves when necessary to ensure the survival of their
subjects. Among apes, the orang-outang are thorough-going individualists, meeting others of their species only for seasonal copulation, and they flourished in territory that pemiitted their survival.
Among the early species of proto-human anthropoids, some species,
such as the 'Proconsul' and the Gigantopithecus, probably followed
the life-style' of the ourang-outang in less favorable territory and
became extinct. The anthropoids (including, almost certainly, the
Australopithecus) that eventually evolved into the Homo erectus and
several species of Homo habilis that were ancestors of the corresponding species now called h u m a n , l i v e d and hunted in
17. My older readers will remember that this was the subject of a humorous and often reprinted tale, "Pigs is Kgs," about an express agent
and a consignment of guinea pigs.
18. The nigger (mulatta) professor (!) who plays a stellar role in the
Senatorial circus now performing i n Washington (to distract attention
from important issues) was one of the thirteen offspring in a household
typical of her race.
19. By us, not by Jews, in whose vocabulary, fixed by God's Word in
the Holy Talmud, only members of their own strange race are human,
whereas other races (ethne, gentiles, goylm) have only the status of domestic animals.
12 — Liberty Bell I January
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packs or bands and thus, by making protection the common responsibility of all, flourished and constantlyexpanded the territory of their respective species.
Mammals (including men) that survive by forming groups must
nevertheless prevent deterioration of the individual members of the
herd. There is always some attrition, some loss of progeny, by accident or what we may call thoughdessness. One of the most pathetic
incidents in nature—^pathetic to Aryans, to whose racial sense of
compassion it should be more moving than niggers starving in
Ethiopia—is sometimes seen among the larger species of deer. A
young doe, in oestrus for the first time, rashly presents herself to the
old monarch of the herd, and when he covers her, her young legs
break beneath his weight, and she is left, helpless, to bemoan her
first sexual pleasure until she starves or a predator eats her or an
Aryan mercifully puts a bullet in her head. ^ Some children, even
children of parents who do not evade their responsibility, will always
ingeniously find ways venturesomely to destroy themselves, and
nothing can be done about that, although "do-gooders" are always
plotting legislation, having learned nothing from the well-known fairy
tale about the king who tried to prevent his daughter from becoming
Sleeping Beauty by destroying all the spindles in his kingdom.
Quite different is the biological necessity of preventing deterioration of the species throttgh the blunder of preserving degenerate
offspring. A wolf bitch will fight to the death to protect her pups,
but she will also herself destroy one of her few ofl&pring if she senses
that it is in some way inferior. The fearsome complexity of human
genetics ensures the birth, in every social and ethnic class, of children who are irremediably defective. A rational society will destroy
at birth children that are misshapen or maimed or psychically de20, This capacity for compassion is peculiar to our race and unintelligible to all others. A.lady who was a palaeozoologist once confessed to
me that when she examined the carcass of a female mammoth, frozen
and preserved in arctic tundra, and found that the pregnant mammoth
had died while chewing flowering shrubs in her mouth, she burst into
tears. One must honor her for her racial integrity.
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generate. It is siieer idiocy, for example, anxiously to preserve the life of a
Mongoloid idiot to afflict its hapless parents and be a burden on
society for a lifetime, wasting not only money and the time of many
persons who would otherwise perform usefijJ tasks, but constandy blighting the lives of the unfortunate man and woman who
inadvertendy brought it into being.
The preservation of a race depends on maintaining the quality
of the individuals in it, and especially on preventing the inferior
from perpetuating their inferiority by producing progeny.
While a wealdiy society can, as a luxuiy, indulge the siorge, the
amiable weakness of mothers, who wish the preservation of even an
hopelessly inferior child,"^^ the society cannot permit die inferiority,
whether, physical or mental, to be perpetuated, utiless it has succumbed to the deadi-wish inherent in an alien and poisonous religion.
What is true of children is even more, true of adults. A civilized
society necessarily protects its individual members from domestic
and foreign violence, physical or economic, but it cannot protea
individuals from themselves and exhibits its ovm deterioration when
it madly tries to do so. Persons who do not have the intelligence and
moral stamina to govern their ovm lives when they are free to do so
should not perpetuate their genetic weakness and thus weaken the
race as a whole. There are often good reasons for bltmders in many
matters, from matrimony to fiduciary relations, through inexperience,
deceit, or Macious appearances, but certainly the resort to drugs of
well-known efficacy involves a decision for which the individual
must bear die sole responsibility. Slavish addiction is proof of unfitness for civilized liberty and hence unfitness for civilized society.
In the modern worid the old virtues, physical strength and
prowess in combat, have lost their racial importance, but the corollary is the gready increased importance of intelligence and moral
strength.
21. You, no doubt, have' often wondered at the perversity of the maternal
instinct that so commonly appears when the mother of six or seven children dotes on the worst of the lot, often with gross injustice to its betters.
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Elimination of the unfit is the first requisite for the survival of a
nation or race. T o neglect that duty is knowingly to violate the
inexoiable law of nature that ordains the survival of the fittest, but a
civilized society, by collectively assuming responsibility for the survival of its members, protects individuals from a need to fight for
themselves, and thus permits the thoughdess to entertain illusions
about the worid and to imagine that the precarious security given
them by the nation is something that occurs automatically and that
they can abuse and exploit at will.
From a biological standpoint, however, the American people
have long been mad. They not only insanely reject the eugenics
necessary for survival, but endiusiastically promote every dysgenic
device and procedure, not only by the mongrelization called "Integration," .but by selective breeding for inferiority.
Driven by cunning enemies and our own shysters and fools, our
nation became crazed with the Christians' frantic denial of reality,
sullen hatred of reason and all excellence, and mad doting on whatever is debased, diseased, deformed, and degenerate.
AH societies, by the very nature of heredity, produce waste products, and their health depends on prompt and efficient disposal of
them. N o society can stop up its sewers and survive for long. The
crazed Christian SiScedcs of the early centuries often pleased their sadistic
god by immuring themselves in naaow cells in which they existed with
the accumulatiing mass of their own excrement,^^ but we may be sure
their lives were mercifiilly short. The same is true of a society that
does not provide for the removal of its own tares and dregs.
Now diat we have long since passed the point of no return, it is
much too late, of course, to revert to the rational policy of Victorian
times and earlier. "What will happen after the catastrophic collapse
and end of die United States, no one can predict, and hence no one
22. Perhaps the best-known example is portrayed in Hroswitha's Conuersio Thaidis metetricis (i.q. Pafnutius), derived from the early Christian tale, which, by the way, was also the source of Anatole France's
exquistely ironic Thais.
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can deny hope that our now delirious race may somehow survive
and regain its vitality. But would that we had remained sane when
there was no "drug problem"!

A BIT OF GOOD NEWS
O n 6 November 1991 the New York Pojf published an important article by Rowland Evans and Robert Novak The enterprising
and, 35 the event proved, courageous journalists had interviewed
Dwight Porter, who had been the American Ambassador to Lebanon in 1967. After twenty-four years, M r . Porter disclosed the fact
diat his cryptographic staff in the Embassy at Beirut had intercepted
and decoded commimications between the commander of the Israeli air squadron and the Israeli High Command, which proved that
the latter knew that the Liberty ym an unarmed American naval vessel
and, over the aviator's misgivings, ordered that die American sliip be
attacked and sunk
Americans were, of course, pleased to have an authoritative confirmation—if confirmation were still needed—of a well-established
historical fact, but I wonder how many were gratified by a fiirt that
was incidentally disclosed: Americans had broken a Jewish code'^
and were able to read currendy"^ messages sent in it. Since the Jews
have a racial talent for cryptography, as for mathematics, that was no
mean achievement, and one of which we may legitimately be proud.
It was also a reassuring proof tiiat as late as 1967 the United States
had competent cryptanalysts.
It is true that the Jewish messages read in Beirut must have been
of the kmd that is most vulnerable to analysis. It will be obvious that
in field communications, i.e., between an army detachment or a
squadron and its headquarters, the better systems described in A p pendix I are inapplicable because they require specialist code-clerks,
1. See Appendix I, Cryptographic terminology.
2. This is a very important consideration. Assuming that a message is
intercepted in a 'code' that has already been broken, there is a great
difference between reading it immediately and reading it only after the
hours of cryptanalytic work needed to recover the key.
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are relatively slow, and are too elaborate (die more complicated a
system, the'giriKLter the chance of errors). There is no time for such
luxuries in messages to and firom the field, i.e, the batde-front,
which must be sent and read when minutes may be ctucial.
Field communications mu^t therefore be in cipher, except that
there may be a bit of code in a few easily memorized terms, no more
dian ten (e.g:/:'American.' = "ted," 'ship' = "pot," etc.) Enciphering
and deciphering must be as neariy instantaneous as possible. The
commonly used Swedish 'Haglin' machine is as good as any. (The
German 'Enigma' is much too elaborate.) It will delay analytic decipherment for 2L considerable time (usually enough to make tactical
information obsolete) unless the keys used with it have already been
recovered.^
Altiiough field communications are, as I have said, more vulnerable to analysis than more intricate systems that can be used in the
comparative leisure of an embassy's code-room or similar post, analysis of them requires a very considerable degree of cryptanalytic skill;
the American achievement in Beirut was highly creditable and we
should congratulate ourselves that we had in 1967, and may still
have today, men who could 'break' the system of secret communication used by the Jewish airforce.
The U.S.S. Liberty
Messrs. Evans and Novak were not content widn daeir interview
witii Ambassador Porter. They sought fiirther confirmation and
found it in a small town in Maine and in the person of Sedi Mintz,
a Jew who enjoys dual citizenship, a privilege reserved for God's
People. Mintz, bom in due United States, went to die Holy Land
and fought for his nation. H e became a Major in die Holy Army.
He happened to be ptesent (perhaps as a consultant on American
3. For communications by telephone, machines which 'scramble' the
voice when transmitted and 'unscramble' it when received are often
used, but the principles of cryptanalysis remain the same, i.e., what
must be recovered is the pattern of 'scrambhng' that is in use at any
given time and location.
]
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afiairs) in die headquarters of the Israeli High Command in Tel
Aviv on 8 June 1987, when the question of the presence of the
Liberty off die Egyptian coast was being discussed, hours before the
crucial messages intercepted by Ambassador Porter's staff in Beirut
were sent.
The ship was identified as the American Libertyfromits silhouette and photographs in the current edition ofJayie's Fighting Ships.
That identification was confirmed when planes sent to watch the
ship reported its charaaeristics and the fact that it was flying die
American flag, and took photographs which were immediately
flown to Tel Aviv, where they verified the identification already
made from the pages of Jane's.
The Jewish High Command prepared a kind of alibi by asking
die American Ambassador to Israel, a man named "Walwordi Barbour, whether he recognized the ship off the Egyptian coast as an
American naval vessel. He replied that he did not, as was to be
expected, since he probably knew nodiing of the Liberty, a comparatively small and unarmed ship equipped for electronic espionage,
and had not been told of its function or its mission. The Navy does
not customarily inform ambassadors of the detailed movements of
its sliips on routine missions, still less of somewhat clandestine operations. The existence of the Liberty could not be kept secret, but the
Navy naturally wanted the ship to attract as littie attention as possible. There was no reason why the Ambassador in Tel Aviv should
be told of its mission, and many valid reasons why he should not be
told. At all events, as everyone concerned well knew, if Barbour had
been told about the Liberty and its mission, he would have denied
knowledge of it. Ambassadors ex officio deny all knowledge of their
nation's espionage, even if part of it is being carried on in their own
embassies by the Military Attache That is simply diplomatic etiquette. If Barbour had perchance known of the Liberty, he would no
more have admitted it than he would have told his host at a dinner
4. See Appendix II.
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party that he thought the hostess a clumsy cow or silly bitch. In
other words, Barbour's reply could be predicted with complete confidence.
The High Command seemed at first uncertain whether it
would be prudent to destroy the American naval vessel, even though
it had no armament with which it could effectively defend itself, but
it was finally decided to destroy it, and bombing and torpedo planes
were sent to do so.
The High Command in Tel Aviv wanted the Liberty destroyed
to prevent their American serfs firom learning what God's People
were doing and would do to the ill-equipped and betrayed Semites
in Syria, whom they were attacking. They had no scruples, because
it is obviously the function of Americans to finance Jewish conquests, not to spy on their.masters. They had no qualms because
they had' in the White House a stooge who, as Commander-inChief of the Armed Forces of the United States, would intervene to
forbid the Americanfleetin the Mediterranean to send assistance to
its ship when attacked,—an infamous stooge who was so completely
in their service that he could be counted on to do all in his power to help
them sink the Liberty and kill all aboard it (any survivors from the sinking
ship could be machine-gunned in the water), so that the attack could be
blamed on the Egyptians and provide a pretext for attacking that nation.
When the Israeli bombers and torpedo-planes were sent to attack and destroy the ship, the Jewish commander, seeing that it was
an American vessel, had misgivings and reported to the High Command, which simply repeated the orders to attack and sink the Liberty.
Those were the messages intercepted by Mr. Potter's staff in Beirut
Wliile the attack was in progress, Lyndon Johnson, a sleaisy
crookfiromTexas difected by his wedded Jewess, after ordering the
American fleet to abandon the Liberty to her fate, even told one of
his aides how much he' hoped the Jews would destroy the ship md
all those Americans on board it, leaving no stirvivors. And when he
learned that his masters had failed to do that, he was enraged a:nd,
cursing, ordered the Navy to cover up the attack and intimidate the
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survivors. Lyndon Johnson, aldiough controlled by a Jewess, was, so
far as is known, a degenerate Aryan. He was, therefore, a traitor to
his nation and his race. He was indubitably gmlty of high treason, for
which he would have been impeached, tried, convicted, and hanged, if
the Americans had not given their country to their enemies.
When the Jews' gunfire, bombs, and torpedoes foiled to obliter-ate the Liberty, they said diey had mistaken her for the Egyptian El
Quesir, a ship of less dian half the size of the Liberty, with hull and
superstruaure of entirely different shape (as was obvious from
Jane's), which did not fly the American flag, and which, as they well
knew, was anchored in the harbor of Alexandria, which it never left
during the hostilities. It is to be doubted whether God's Chosen
oqxcted any informed person to believe that absurd pietense; it was probably just their way of thumbing their nose at their American dolts.
Major Mintz, had no hesitation in telling the American journalists what had happened in the headquarters at Tel Aviv,^—he may
have seen nothing discreditable to his nation in the facts he disclosed,—but by 7 November he was amazed by his tribe's reaction
to his disclosures, and when he was interviewed by a reporter for the
Jewish newspaper Ha'aretz, he confessed that he was afraid, saying
"I don't need the Mossad and Shin Bet^ knocking on my door."
Whether he was frightened into repudiating his statement is not
clear, but a fellow tribesman, Rosenthal, reported in the leading
jewspaper, the New York Times, on 8 November that Mintz claimed
he had been "misquoted." Whether Mintz did in fact withdraw his
statement, perhaps while looking into the muzzle of a Sten gun, is
not certain. See the journalists' column in the New York Post, 11
November, where they reaffirm their account of what Mintz told
them before he realized what his compatriots might do to him for
his indiscretion. Whether Mintz is still alive, I do not know.
5. Shin Bet is the military arm of Mossad, the Jews' famous and utterly ruthless espionage and murder agency, with which the "American" Criminal Intelligence Agency normally cooperates, if it is, indeed,
more than a subsidiary.
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Evans and Novak naturally set oflF screaming by our God-given
parasites. Some of their irate letters were printed by the Postoa 11
November. One writer, who had taken an Irish name, called the
article by Evans and Novak "Israel-bashing," correcdy enough, since
any truthfijl revelation of Jewish intrigues, deceit, and hatred is a
"bashing" of the great race to whom old Yahweh deeded this planet.
A correspondent with an English name denounced the article as a "total
fabrication" by "two scoundrels." And, naturally, there were the usual
flints of a boycott and otherreprisalsagainst the vile newspaper that had
dared to publish an article that was not laudatory of the Master Eace.
The underlying thought was clear. Why so much foolish talk
about a trivial incident? The Jews merely killed thirty-four of their
American pigs and wounded 171, maiming some. What was wrong
about that.? Doesn't everyone know that, as the Christians' "Old
Testament" implies^ and the Holy Talmud explicidy states, only
Jews are human beings? That the lower animals can have no
rights?
So far as I know, Messrs. Evans and Novak are still alive and
unharmed, and so is Mr. Porter, but I am taking no bets on what
will happen to them.
APPENDICES
I. Cryptographic terminology. The word 'code' is in general
use to designate all secret communications by means of arbitrary symbols. (Other forms of secret communication, as, for example, by the
6. As every reader of the Bible knows, in the largely mythical account
of the conquest of Palestine it is simply taken for granted that the
Semitic Canaanites and the Aryan Philistines have no right to their
own property and their own lives, so old Yahweh helps his ferocious
pets to steal and slaughter, even ordering the sun-chariot to put on the
brakes and stop for their convenience. He also promises likewise to
destroy every nation they invade. When the tales were elaborated, the
Jews, of course, thought of Yahweh as their tribal god, the enemy of
the gods of civilized nations, but when they decided to imitate the Stoics and profess a monotheism, there was the unescapable corollary that
in the eyes of the only god all races except the JeWs were grossly inferior and Subhuman creatures, who, like sheep, pigs, and all other animals, were at the disposal of God's race.
•
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use. of invisible inks, are classified as steganography.) Stricdy speaking, however, a code uses symbols for words and common phrases
and so requires two 'dictionaries,' one with the words and phrases in
alphabetical order for encoding, and one with the symbols in alphabetical or numerical order for decoding. In a 'short' code, for example, 'American' may = P L K R , 'president' = F H L Y , 'assassinated' =
Q M A K , etc. In a 'long' code, 'American president assassinated' =
L X C y , 'American president en route to' = E R P K , 'American president in hospital' = B N O P , etc. The codes axe fiirdier classified by
the symbols used, four-letter code, five-letter code, four-digit code,
five-digit code, etc. Only a child today would be so naive as to send
messages in the code used. T o attain any degree of security from
cryptanalysts, the symbols of the code must be enciphered before
the message is sent by telegraph or radio.
A cipher is a system whereby letters or groups of letters are
represented by symbols, for example, A = X , B = L , C = W , etc. or
A B = K O , Afl - SI, A D = P O , etc. Such a simple cipher can be read
so easily dv.u no one would think of transmitting a message in it.
Some protection is ofiered by what is caHed a 'Playfaii" square,' i n
which the letters of the alphabet, reduced to twenty-five, are put on
a square in the order of some keyword or phrase, such as H O M E R
or M E R C H A N T S Q U I Z , with the remaining letters in alphabetical order; pairs of letters on the square are then represented by the
corresponding letters on the opposite side o f the square. Another
way of protecting a cipher is by arranging the letters of the message
in vertical columns with a different letter equivalent for each column, e.g., in column 1 A = X , in column 2, A = L , in colunan 3, A
= K....in column 20, A = B, etc. When the symbols of a code are
then replaced according to such a cipher, the resulting system o f
communication can be 'broken' only when cyptanalysts have at
hand a large number of messages sent in the same system.
Further security }s sought by {a) having a number o f codes,
usually allocated according to place and oflfice (e.g., the Ambassador
in London uses Code #1, the Consul General in London uses Code
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#10; the Ambassador i n Paris uses Code #2, the Consul General,
#11; the Ambassador in Berlin uses Code #3, etc. (This, incidentally, prevents one Ambassador from reading messages sent by his
colleagues' in other countries—unless he has competent
cryptanalysts on his staff.); and (h) by having a large, number of
cipher systems, which will be employed according to keys. A cipher
system may be chosen at random and designated by a key, the first
or last group i n the message, or may be systematic, e.g., on 14
November we use Cipher #1, according to which A in the first
column = X , in the second column, H , etc.; on 15 November we
use Cipher #14, in which A in column 1 = J, and in column 2, P,
etc.
The above very elementary description is intended only to show
you the rneaning of the basic terms in cryptography.
In very recent years, the general availability o f computers has
expedited all phases of cryptography, but the principles remain the
same and the greater complexity the computers permit probably
leaves the time required for cryptanalysis about the same or, with
really subtie adversaries, makes it much longer. Cryptographic systems that are invulnerable to analysis are now possible, but require
very elaborate equipment and constant vigilance in their use.
n. Jane's Fighting Ships. Since 1898, the annual volumes
of this almost perfecdy accurate publication have been universally
used as a reference work, and copies of the current edition are kept
at hand by the commanders of all ships of any consequence, and on
the desks of everyone concerned with naval or maritime matters,
including the editors of newspapers, who rely on Jane's for pictures of
naval vessels mentioned in the news. It will be recalled that in 1915
when Winston Churchill, then the British Sea Lord, ordered the Lusitania diverted to Queenstown and to approach Ireland without naval
protection, so that he could dangle "45,000 tons of livebait" before the
German submarines known to be operating in that area, the commander of the German U-20 ascertained from the current ediIdbeHy Bell I January 1992 — 28

tion of Jane's Fighting Ships that the Ltisiimia was a British warship
(auxiliary cruiser) before he torpedoed it. His torpedoes did not sink
the Lusitania, which was destroyed by an explosion of the munitions
(including a large quantity of guncotton) in its hold. There was a
very satisfactory loss of life, including many Americans who had
been induced to take passage on the Lusitania by the pretense that
it was an unarmed passenger ship and was not carrying contraband.
It is doubtful whether Churchill expected the sinking of the Lusitania to enable Wacky "Wilson to run the Americans into a war
against Germany at once; it was sufficient that Wilson could puff up
with moral indignation and the American press could be stuffed
wida innumerable articles about the "Hunnish barbarity" of the
"fiendish Germans" and their "menace to civilization," in preparation for that glorious day in 1917 when the crackpot in the White
House was at last able to proclaim his "war to end wars." The facts
about the sinking of the Lusitania became indubitable when Colin
Simpson gained access to the archives of die Bridsh Navy; see his
The Lusitania (Boston, Litde-Brown, 1972).

WHAT HATH MAN WROUGHT?
The Sun is a sensation-mongering weekly, sold chiefly to sensation-hungry females in the dreary barns called 'Supermarkets.' Its
issue for 13 August 1991 contains an article of considerable interest,
based on an article in the British tabloid, Daily Star, which followed
up a 'documentary' program of the British Broadcasting System.
The article is supported by apparendy genuine photographs.
British geneticists, we are told, successfully impregnated female
chimpaxizees with human sperm (race imstated) and have thus far
produced two hybrid offspring, one now twelve years old, the other
born three months ago.
The twelve-year-old creature is conspicuously bow-legged but
habitually waUcs on two feet, aldiough it has the very long arms,
characteristic of apes and most niggers, that its mother used for
walking on all fours, as apes normally do. It seems to have the coat
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of body hair that is common to all apes. It is pardy bald, and its face
resembles that of an enraged nigger of forty or fifty.
The infant has pale skin, abundant hair on the head but not,
thus far, on the body, and the features of an ape modified with some
human characteristics, especially about the eyes, ears, and forehead,
while the shape of the upper part of the skull is almost completely
human.
The twelve-year-old grtmts but is incapable of articulate speech.
Since he is the only creature of his hybrid species, he is necessarily
solitary, but there is some silly speculation by Dr. Francis Wellington, the
repentant geneticist who brou^t the secret project to public attention,
who imagines that the hybrid was shocked when it looked into a mirror
and is now melancholy because it is not human! If one judges by the
rate of sexual maturity in apes and niggers, the creature is probably
puberate, but the absence of a correspondingfemalewill make it impossible to ascertain whether the hybrid creatures would be fertile or sterile.
There is' nothing implausible about the article. It is common
knowledge that commonly within a genus and sometimes within a
whole femily, a female of one species can be fecundated by a male
of a greatiy different species. Everyone is familiar with mules and
hinnies and knows that the hybrids are sterile. W e all know and
regret that the various human species are capable of miscegenation
and that the hybrids, disastrously for us, are not sterile.
In the early years of this century a gfoup of enterprising Americans thought they had hit a financial jackpot when they forced
miscegenation between bison and domestic catde that are raised for
their beef The resulting 'cattalo,' it was thought, would simultaneously provide esculent steaks and 'buffalo' robes, prized for their
warmth and sometimes made into expensive and weather-proof
overcoats. The combination of such diverse species did not fulfill
expectations and the project was a cosdy failure.
1. If I remember correctly an account read when I was a youth, the
'cattaloes' were not always sterile, but the progeny tended to revert to
the species of one ancestor, to the detriment or loss of the desired characteristics of the other.
^'
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Recent techniques of artificial insemination have produced astonishing hybrids. Lions and tigers normally hate and attack each
another, but it has been proved that the male of one species can
fecundate the female of the other and produce healthy hybrids.
Wliether they are sterile, I do not know.
A l l that the British geneticists have proved, assuming that the
article correcdy reports their experiment, is that chimpanzees and a
human species are biologically capable of interbreeding. That is not
astonishing. Both are not only Primates but belong to the same
family, Hominoidea, and are dierefore closely related. This has been
long believed, but is now made indisputable. That is a distinct
advance of biological knowledge.
There have been precedents, though none that has not been
questioned. "While the travelers' tales about the male orang-utan's
appetite for human women were wildly exaggerated, it is likely that
the males did copulate with female natives that were then attractive
to them and readily available, and the females may well have conceived. That no progeny were known to reliable Europeans is not
remarkable. The orang-utan, unlike other apes, are a solitary species
and the male would have had no more interest in the human female
after copulation than in a female of his ovm species, while the famUy
of the mother of the fatheriess hybrid would see no advantage in
raising it, although the natives of Borneo did not think of orangutans as belonging to a species different from their own.
The female orang-utan is noted for her care of her offspring,
and it would be interesting to know what such a female, if feral (i.e.,

hybrids produced i n Britain presumably had no opportunity to
decide whether they would raise their offspring.)
There have been exhibited from time to time creatures that were
said to be the result of miscegenation between gorillas and human
beings, but the genealogy was questioned in every case. There is no
valid reason, however, to suppose a priori that such hybrids are not
biologically possible.
I have reported^ an unverified story of a much more astonishing
result of biological hybris. A female nigger in Kenya was said to be
pregnant with a fetus sufficiently developed to prove that it was
sired by a baboon, whom the female must have attracted in some
way. So far as I know, there has been no report of the birth of the
hybrid in January of this year. If the physician in Kenya was right in his
diagnosis, the infant would have proved the possibility offettilizationof a
Congoid by a male who was not even an ape, but a monkey. Baboons,
aldiough Primates, ate not Hominoidea, but belong to a radically differ-,
ent femily, die Cercopithecidae, and fettility between two such gready
different species would be a most remarkable phenomenon.
The pr^nancy of die chimpanzees in Britain raises the question
of the limits we set to the term 'human.' The Jews among themselves restrict the word to their own hybrid race, but Aryans naturally recognize as fellow himians the Semites and Mongoloids, who
had civilizations of their own, and even the lower races, Congoids,
Capoids, and Australoids, who were incapable of creating a civilization, but presumably are entitled to be called 'human' because they
had articulate languages.^ But what about extinct anthropoids? Bio-

in the wild, not a captive), would do, if she were made pregnant by

3. See Liberty Bell, June 1990, pp. 34-37, and especially the article by
Allan Callahan there cited.

artificial insemination with human sperm. (The mothers of the

4. Ibidem.

2. This is most important. All mammals, including Hominoidea, undergo drastic psychic alterations when held captive in cages or prisons,
or intolerably crowded together, as in large cities. These are often accompanied by physiological changes, e.g., female chimpanzees naturally become puberate when they are 12 or 13, but when they are
raised in captivity, at 8 or 9.

5. I note that Professor Daniel E . Vining, Jr., reviewing L.L. Betzig's
Despotism and Differential Reproduction in the Journal of Social, Political and Economic Studies, XIV (1989), pp. 375-380, has misgivings
about undiscriminating use of the word "human.' Miss/Mrs. Betzig contends that "the Darwinian model really works for human beings," but
her data are all drawn from the primitive societies of the lower races,
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logical taxonomy recognizes the species of Homo erectus as htiman,
but should we? "Were the Neanderthals human? There is some evidence that they were incapable of more than animal cries, but some
remarkable skulls found in Palestine indicate diat there they could
interbreed vwth the Cro-Magnon people, who exterminated them
elsewhere.'^ I f we admit them, where shall we stop short of the
Australopithecus?
D r . Wellington, the geneticist who repented his part i n the
project and was starred on Bridsh television, does not explain clearly
his repentance, except by talking the nonsense about the twelve-year
old's melancholy that I quoted above, and saying that he had hoped
the hybrids would have more of human characteristics—although it
is hard to see how that would affect what seems to worry him, the
morality of the experimentation.
The reaction of the shamans could have been predicted. A n
American clergymen who saw the article in the Sun was gready
perturbed; he thinks the experiment trespassed on his god's prerogatives, and he fears that when copies of the Sun reach Heaven, old
Yahweh may go berserk and smash up the maiverse, just as he
promised to do in the Christians' favorite horror story, the Apocalypse—or, i f that seems excessive to you, not the whole universe but
only a small segment of it, say a hundred light years in diameter,
surrounding a tiny ball o f dirt infested with ephemeral creatures,
a few of whom are said to engage his whole attention.
and, granting that she is right about them, her model "does not explain
much about human history," which is "the evolution of high civilizations," i n which psychic, not physical, factors are dominant and luxury
becomes an obvious determinant of differential reproduction, as Professor Vining ably explains.
6. It is sometimes said that there is no evidence that our Cro-Magnon
ancestors wisely exterminated the more brutish species, but the evidence is that after the Cro-Magnons appear i n any region, the Neanderthals promptly disappear. What other evidence could we expect to
find? The Cro-Magnons certainly did not bury the corpses when the
countryside was full of many species of carnivores, all eager for a good
meal.
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In England, Bishop Martin O'Donnell was exercised because he
was sure the impious experiment was an infringement of his god's
patent for creating anthropoids, and he wanted the hybrids "humanely exterminated." That would be a reasonable opinion, if His
Reverence, as you may be sure, did not bless marriages that are miscegenation and produce far more repulsive and dangerous hybrids, and did
not approve the 'humanitarian' importation of biological trash to harass
the Anglo-Saxons who mistakenly pay his salary. H e could have
learned from the Fathers of the Church—or, if he prefers entertaining
reading, from Anatole France's Ltk des pingouins—^an alternative
procedure. H e could have sptinkled the monsters with holy water
and that would have forced Jesus to inject souls into them. Then
they could have been made British citizens and pampered at the
expense of the stupid tax-payers—and, who knows?—perhaps they
could have been taught to be as vicious as the imports from Africa
on which British do-gooders dote (until they are beaten or killed).

The Scientific Imperative
The work of the British geneticists, if accurately reported, is, like
some other forms of biological research, repulsive and displeasing to
oixr racial sensibilities, but it seems to have been undertaken i n a
genuine search for knowledge of great importance, and that is its
own justification.
W e Aryans have a racial trait, perhaps even an instinct, that is
incomprehensible to other races and which they regard as fatu7. There are EngUsh translations, probably entitled Penguin Island,
but you should be warned that while the opening chapters are wellwritten and quite amusing, the book speedily degenerates into heavyhanded, grotesque, and tedious satire that attests the mental deterioration of one of the world's most talented stylists, perhaps under the
influence of his Jewish mistresses. His irrational and fatuously passionate championing of Dreyfus, who had become merely an instrument in the Jews' eversion of French culture, presaged the sad days in
the 1920s when the aged Anatole France, corseted and rouged,
decended from his limousine and, leaning on the arm of his chauffeur,
in a shrill and cracked voice harangued bored groups of unemployed
workers about the evils of "private property." Liberty Bell I January
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ous. We are tender-hearted, and we are distressed by the suffering of
mammals widi whom we have a natural sympathy and even of
mammals we do not like or respect.
We acquiesce in the slaughter of pigs and catde to satisfy our
gourmandise—for what would be breakfast without bacon, or
dinner without a sirloin or, at least, ham?—but we insist that the
victims of our appetites be killed as painlessly as possible, and we
are nauseated when we witness the infliction of maximum suffering on cattle to appease the Sheenies' sadistic lusts.
A banefiil superstition long distorted our attitude toward our fellow
mammals by making a generic distinction between talking mammals
and the others, so that niggers, for example, were credited with certain
"rights" that were not possessed by elephants and dolphins. If we are
rational, we will recognize that our attitude toward other species
must be governed only by our highest morality, i.e., by the welfare
of our kindred, our race. We may legitimately act to protect
and preserve elephants in Africa, for they are in many ways
admirable mammals and engage our sympathies, but we are
guilty of sabotaging our own interests and our children's future, if we, with mawkish sentimentality, try to feed starving
niggers^ or try to save them from the African Plague ("AIDS")
now epidemic among them.^^ We naturally regret that such
8. Mr. Richard Gotten informs me from WasHngton that there was
recently a proposal to exhibit on television a film showing the Jewish
method of slaughtering cattle. The project was immediately forbidden
by the race that now owns the country that once was ours, who feared
that the gruesome spectacle might arouse the latent instincts of even
torpid Americans.
9. Friends of Manfred Roeder, who, in the past, sometimes lapsed into
gross sentimentality, were greatly pleased by the circular letter reproduced in the December 1991 issue of Liberty Bell, in which he pointed
out the obvious fact that the thing we should do about starving niggers
in Africa is let them starve, the only way to prevent the number of
hungry niggers from exceeding the world's capacity to feed them.
10. The latest report from Uganda is that one-third of the population
will die of the African Plague ("AIDS") before the end of 1994. Instead
of being pleased by the good news, some Aryan nitwits want to waste
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unlovely mammals must suffer so acutely before they die, but we
can do nothing about that: it would not be feasible to supply them
with free cyanide of potassium.—^and if we did, they would not curtail
their misery.
What I have said will seem hard-hearted, calloused, brutal, to
many good people, but, if we are not willing to become extinct, we
shall have to forego the comfort of hallucinatory fantasies and fece,
sooner or later, the grim realities of the world in which we live.
The grimmest fact has long been known to everyone who, not
stunned by the din made by professional world-savers, has looked
beyond their hypocrisy and noticed the terrible proliferation of
some human species in recent years. In an article published in
1963,^^ I remarked on the statistical extrapolation which indicated that "the globe', sometime between A . D . 2000 and
2005....will be infested by 5,000,000,000 anatomically human
creatures," and that "then, to keep the globe inhabitable at that
bare subsistence level, it will be necessary to kill evety year more
people dian now live in the whole United States—kill them with
atomic bombs or clubs, as niay be the more convenient."
Hie terrible fecundity of the lower races outran the statistical
projection, and has already reached about five billion, five hundred
million, and the population can be stabilized at that level only by
killing on the scale I indicated (the population of the United States
is larger now; so is the need for killing).
In my article I predicted that the global population would be
drastically reduced before 2000. I may have set the date a litde too
our race's resources and talents by trying to reduce the mortality and
thus make life more miserable for the survivors in an overpopulated
country. The do-gooders also whimpered a little in 1972-1979 when
the Boss Nigger in Uganda, whom they with their idiotic "anti-colonialism" had put in power, butchered an estimated half million of his
nigger subjects for the fun of it. At least, he saved them from dying of
the Plague!
11. Reprinted in America's Decline; for the passages quoted here, see
pp. 240 f.
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early, but let's see what the next eight years bring forth. I indicated
various ways in which the necessary massacres could be produced,
including the one sure one, if all else fails:
"If the minority of the earth's inhabitants that is capable of
creating and continuing (as distinct from aping) a high civilization is exterminated (as it now seems resolved to be)....civilization will collapse from sheer lack of brains to keep it going, and
the consequent reversion to global savagery will speedily take
care of the excess i n numbers."
The facts, as I have said, have long been known. One could
not expect the facts to be admitted by politicians, "educators,"
"evangelicals," and other crooks who live by deluding and swindling the boobs, but it is noteworthy that so few men with scientific credentials have the courage to call public attention to the
dire consequence of our race's mad. sentimentality.
One man who dared tell the truth about the "environmental
crisis" is Jonathon Stone, Professor of Anatomy in the University of
Sidney, who told, a conference in Australia:
"While we have realized the importance of environmental
problems, we have not realized that their causes are not specific—
pollution of air, soil, or water, or the destruction of forests or
species—but general: human overpopulation.
"The view common to religious and. htmianist^^ traditions, that
human life is sacred and good, will soon be challenged by the

12.1 discussed, ibidem, the "Liberal" solution of the problem, which its
more candid apostles call "the spiritual and psychological dehumanization of man" through a "scientific program of genetic control" and massacre of the "socially maladjusted [i.e., intelligent]" objectors, thus reducing the human species (except, of course, the Master Race) to "the
mute status of unconscious organisms," which, although biped and
mammalian, will live like termites, ants, and other models of socialistic
felicity. When I wrote, I was .sure that was impossible, but now, when I
look at the average Aryan in the United Stares, I wonder.
13. He misuses the word, as is commonly done today. Strictly speaking, for
reasons which I shall not take the space to set forth here, liumanism' designates a very high degree of proficiency in litterae humaniores. The word
was used as a kind of pun in the Eighteenth Century to designate a
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biological reality that human life is destroying the ecology of the
Earth, that vi^e humans are a plague, "^"^
Professor Stone's blunt statement regards the Earth as vu de
Sirius. It is what an intelligent being from a distant planet, like
Voltaire's Micromdgas, would conclude from an observation of
the earth, when he saw biped mammals suddenly begin to proliferate and ravage the planet, multiplying so rapidly that they
will eventually exterminate themselves, the only question being
whether they will have left the planet capable of supporting other
mammalian species or even organic life. The recently reported
indications that Mars at one time had an atmosphere and large
oceans will encourage some writer of "science fiction" to describe
a race of Martians who became so civilized and sentimental that
they made the planet what it now is, a sterile desert devoid of even
the lowest forms of organic life,
We, however, cannot be content with the cold objectivity oizmde
Sirius. As mammals, we instinctively wish our species to survive.
This planet, which can comfortably accommodate a total population of about one billion without endangering the ecological balance of nature, is, as I have said, now infested- by five and one-half
billion anthropoids classifed as human, and they are increasing almost geometrically.
Our race is becoming an ever dwindling minority as other races
continue to breed, liice guinea pigs. The facts are obvious to everyone, but our racial mentality has been so rotted by a deadly superstition that hypocrisy is ckrigeur,even for persons who know better.
A "World Conservation Strategy" drawn up by various pacl<s of
do-gooders, to be adopted in 1992 at an "Earth Summit" meeting
belief that the best-known Jesus was a man and not one-third of a composite
god. Later, the high respect accorded humanistic learning led to adoption of
the word humanism,' as a Mnd of verbal trickery, by the vendors of ersatzeducation and various cults that claimed to be humanitarian in one
way or another.
14. The. New Scientist (London), 12 October 1991, p. 18.
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in Rio de Janeiro, demands drastic control of emisisons of carbon
dioxide in "rich [i.e., Aryan] countries," and lots of other things,
including a 50% reduction of childhood mortality in die "lower-income [i.e., nigger and mud race] countries," which, as the proponents must well know, will be like trying to extinguish a fire by
spraying it with gasoline. And,finally,we must begin by extorting
from the stupid Aryans some two
trillion dollars
($2,000,000,000,000) to start an "assault on world poverty,"
and accelerate the deadly overpopulation.^^
When you hear talk about a "war on poverty," you know that
you are listening to the Voice of Destruction, the Judaeo-Communist howling that is designed to afflict and eventually exterminate
our race. But Christians and other sentimentalists, holding faiths
that are really a denial of life and of reality, will be charmed by the
oleaginous verbiage, devised to intoxicate 4o-gooders.
The facts, however, are that several billion himian beings now
living would have to be exterminated to prevent the Earth from
becoming uninhabitable before the middle of the coming century—
and that would only defer the end, unless the survivors were preventedfrommultiplying again.
So what are we as Aryans, the fools who created this mess by our
idiotic efforts to subsidize and uplifr enemy races, going to do about
it, if we do not intend to become extinct?
You don't like the prospea? Neither do I, but that changes,
nothing. We had best learn to accept the fact that we live in a
imiverse that was not made for man and in which we and all organic
life are merely inconsequential and ephemeral epiphenomena—z
world in which species that do not have the strength and wit to
survive are eliminated by the force that is inherent in the very nature
of organic life, which requires that the weak must perish so that the
strong may live.
15. The New Scientist, 26 October 1991, p. 16. The article is entitled, %ast
chance to save the world?" Two words in the text suggest that the reporter
was well aware that the loud manifesto was tissue of fustian and buncombe.
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FOR MF LEGIONARIES.
The Legionary Movement in Romania, commonly known as the
Iron Guard, —perhaps the oldest anti-Communist movement In
the world, still alive—was founded by Corneliu Z. Codreanu in
1927. For My Legionaries (353 pp., pb., $8.00 + $1.50 for postage & handling), Codreanu's stirring work, is a complete and authoritative account of the ideals and principles of the Legionary
Movement which shaped the character of young Romanians before WWII. Control over the communications media and the normal channels of book distribution by our international enemies
makes it impossible to reach the broad market this unique book
deserves. We are certain that For My Legionaries will soon become a collector's item. This book also provides the 'missing
pieces' of the drastically censore'd Tlie Suicide of Europe by
Prince M.. Sturdza; the identity of those who masterminded
Romania's takeover and who are now engaged in carrying out the
same program in the U.S. will no longer be unknown to you.
("Solzhenitsyn would appear to have not the slightest inkling of who
conquered HIS country!"—B.C.) FOR MY LEGIONARIES, Order
#06003, single copy $10.00, 3 copies $25.00, 5 copies $35.00

THE ANTI-HUMANS,
by D. Bacu (307 pp., hb. $7.00 + $1.50 for postage & handling)
describes what was done to the young men whom. Corneliu Z.
Codreanu, the founder of the Legionary Movement in Romania,
inspired, when seven years after his brutal murder, Romania was
delivered to the Bolsheviks. They were subjected to what is the
most fully documented 'Pavlovian experiment' on a large number
of human beings. It is likely that the same techniques were used
on many American prisoners in Korea and Vietnam. The Antl-Humans is a well-written document of great historical and psychological importance. Reading it will be an emotional experience you
will not forget. "A sequel to Orwell's 1984' — R . S . H . "A searing
expose of Red bestialityl" —Dr. A . J . App). THE ANTI-HUMANS,
Order #01013. Single copy $7.00, 3 for $15.00, 5 for $20.00.
For postage and handling add: On domestic orders, $1.50 for
orders under $10.00, 15% of order total for orders over $10.00.
On orders from abroad, $2.00 or 20% respectively. Sample copy
of our monthly magazine Liberty Bell and copy of our huge book
list containing hundreds of "Eye-Openers," $5.00. Subscription for
12 hard-hitting, fact-packed issues $35.00 (U.S. only). Order from:
LIBERTY BELL PUBLICATIONS
Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA
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'Desert Storm* in Retrospect
by
Charles E. Weber

As the first anniversary of the military operations against Iraq
approaches, we Americans should attempt to assess our r6le in
the operations and to put them into proper perspective.
It is instructive to compare the Gulf War to the events which
took place in Europe during 1938-1939. In April 1938, Austria was
annexed to Germany (the "AnschluB"), thus fulfilling a desire
that had been expressed by the Austrian legislature as early as
1918. For several years after 1918 Austria designated itself officially as "Deutschosterreich" (German Austria), until that term
was forbidden by the victorious Allies. Later during 1938 Germany, with the approval of other major European powers, annexed the almost purely ethnically German western periphery of
Czecho-Slovakia (the Sudetenland) after decades of oppression
by the Prague government. In March 1939 Germany, fearing that
hostile military use could be made of Bohemia and Moravia,
made these areas a German protectorate and the Slovaks thus became free to establish their own autonomous republic. After
Hitler's protracted and reasonable efforts to negotiate a solution
to the problems resultant from Polish annexations of eastern parts
of Germany during 1919-1920 and the tough oppression of the
considerable ethnic German minority in those parts. Hitler, justifiably and wisely or not, attempted a military solution to the problems, beginning with 1 September 1939. So confident of victory
had the Poles been and so eager had they been to take over well
run, remaining German farms and businesses that on 3 September 1939 widespread atrocities and massacres of German civilians
took place in West Prussia (the "Bromberg Bloody Sunday").
Thousands were k i l l e d . O n 3 September 1939, England and
France used the German annexations during 1939 as a pretext to
declare war O n Germany, although when the USSR invaded Poland two weeks later, no declaration was made against the USSR,
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which had such a backward economy that it could not compdte
for export markets, unlike the technologically advanced Germany. T h e gullible Poles, who had been incited and promised
help by England, France and even the United States, were abandoned to their fate at the hands of Germany and the USSR, both
in 1939 and in 1945.
Quite in contrast to the situations in Czecho-Slovakia and Poland, Iraq contained no oppressed American minority and, as subsequent events demonstrated, Iraq .had armed forces that were
pitifully weak in comparison to the technologically highly advanced military forces of the United States. In the late 1930s both
Czecho-Slovakia and Poland had huge standing armies. Germany
could defeat Poland only with considerable losses and military intervention by the USSR.
T h e American attack on Iraq was unprovoked and Kuwait did
not have a defence treaty with the United States, as the American
ambassador informed Saddam Hussein. A plebiscite in Kuwait
might well have revealed a popular will to remain a province of
Iraq. That, however, would have been a truly democratic solution
which would have avoided the costly, destructive, embittering
war, but that would have been a solution out of the question for
the bellicose Bush administration. T h e American attack against
Iraq could very well have been termed "naked aggression," a
term often applied to the German annexations in 1939, but with'
far less justification.
In order to promote the illusion that the attack against Iraq
was an essentially American operation, the Bush administration
resorted to bribery, the most notable example of which was
Egypt. Its debt of seven billion dollars was forgiven and Egypt
sent some token forces against Iraq.
T h e motives for the American attack against Iraq, which the
United States had treated as an ally for years when it was convenient to do so, were partly economic and partly as a result of pressure from Israel (which controls the American Congress in such
matters as a result of lavish bribes to members of Congress from
well-funded Jewish organizations) to have American military
forces destroy its most important enemy, which Israel had
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bombed some years previously.
Not only were the costs of the Gulf War far more billions of
dollars than the average American taxpayer realizes, but a hostility toward the United States was generated, especially amongst
the Islamic countries, a hostility which could persist for decades
and be a costly liability to the United States. T h e merciless
bombing of Iraq's civilians and their property makes the United
States look like a'merciless brute that obtains a sadistic gratification from crushing a small country.
For over five decades Germany has been portrayed as a brutal
aggressor for its annexation of Gzecho-Slovakia and its military
measures against Poland. How will the United States be regarded
during the coming five decades.'*

An Unexpected Perspective
O n the evening of Friday, ZZ November the A B C television
network program, "20 / 20," included a segment entitled "Beaten
to the Punch," which lasted about 15 minutes. Although the Second World War is typically portrayed as a "good war" by network
television, the astonishing segment portrayed the United States
as having intended to carry out a general attack on Japan before
Japan beat the United States to the punch on 7 December 1941.
The segment commenced with the claim that viewers were about to
receive historical insights that they would "not hear anywhere else."
According to the segment, documents declassified around
1970 show that the United States intended to carry out a general
attack against Japan. T h e development of the plan, designated as
JB 355, involved high-level men in the Roosevelt administration
and wa^ approved by Roosevelt on 23 July 1941. T h e plan envisaged American air attacks against Japanese cities from bases in
China. T h e segment also pointed out that the United States had
been involved in open warfare against Japan quite some time before 7 December 1914 in the form of the operations of the Flying
Tigers under General Chennault. T h e Flying Tigers were paid
by the United States government.
T h e operations of the Flying Tigers were just one aspect of
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Roosevelt's effort to goad Japan Into attacking the United States
in order to get the United States involved in the war, an involvement which the great majority of Americans wanted to avoid.
T h e commencement of full-scale operations against Japan
was deferred as a result of the advanced technical qualifications
of the Japanese "Zeroes" (pursuit airplanes) which would have
"decimated American bombers."
T h e astonishing segment thus broadcast a point of view quite
unexpected from an American television network, but a point of
view which had long been widely held by American revisionist
historians.
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FIFTY to SIX
Some refreshing glasnostical winds are sweeping through the
sombre catacombs of Moscow, where for the past seventy years
lay sealed and buried the archives of Soviet secret services and
other Bolshevik institutions. During the course of the soft selfdissolution of the Communist empire and its power structures, a
constant stream of until now unknown documents concerning the
mass murders by Comrades Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin is brought
to light on a daily basis, and bears testimony to the guilt, complicity and connivance of the present Communist Party leaders—or
what is left of them. A multitude of new witnesses and victims of
the Soviet terror regime daily appear in the Russian press and on
television to report on the immeasurable extent of crimes perpetrated against their own people by the murderers of the Polit-Bureau during the period from about 1918 to 1958, with the active
assistance of millions of fanatical party hacks, sleuths, and otlier
apparatchiks, most of them still alive and in secure positions.
Until a few months ago, even for the most fervent Communist-baiters in East and West, the true perspective and horror vision and the extent of terror seemed to be a taboo subject. When
Solchenitzyn, some twenty years ago, named a figure of twenty
million victims of the G U L A G , there followed a wodd-wide outcry from politicians and the media alike, condemning this figure
as being outrageously exaggerated and as evil propaganda. Just a
few weeks ago, however, both Pravda and hvestija reported that,
according to latest testimonies and research in archive, one has
to reckon with a total of over fifty million murdered victims, and
in its issue dated Z September 1991, Der Spiegel repeated this figure without further comment.
May the readers of these lines dwell for a few shocked seconds on this figure: FIFTY M I L I O N ; this is approximately the
total population of today's-France. This means fifty million liquidated men, women, and children; shot in the back of the neck,
hanged, condemned to starvation or exposure to the elements,
ravaged by epidemics, or just simply slaughtered on higher orders
from the dictators of the proletariat and their behind-the-scene
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masters, over a period of well over forty years, in fulfillment of an
unanimously agreed- and decided upon party programme of the
Communist Party of the USSR.
Among the victinTS were simple citizens and aristocrats,
priests and craftsmen, farmers and members of the intelligentsia,
officers and artists, and especially all those unreliable elements in
their own ranks, who became prime suspects by having ideas of
their own, and who did not submit slavishly and mindlessly to the
party line of the day.
Some readers with a keen interest in statistical mathematics
will perhaps acknowledge this gruesome figure and proceed to
more pressing matters... Other readers who are firm in their Christian beliefs and moral ethics, and who believe in the higher values
of the democratic Weltanschauung, will be convinced about "equal
rights of mankind," and that, therefore, victim equals victim and
culprit equals culprit—whatever his race and ethnic origin. These
readers will recognize with just anger and surprise that the only
reaction to the revelation of this mega-holocaust from all official
institutions of our "democracies," churches, and media, so far,
has been world-wide silence. Or has any one of those politicians, who, for half a century, have been preaching to us the
new World Religion, namely the democratic "Trinity" of GodN A T O , God-Dollar, and God-Free-Elections, as being the
only salvation from the "Evil Empire of Muscovy" in which
reigns godlessness, and whence comes a threat against our divine World Economic System, raised his voice to demand
atonement and retribution from Communist leaders.?
Do you ever hear an outcry by Mssrs. Bush, Reagan, Brand
and von Weizsaecker, Mitterand or Voytila; where can you read
bombastic headlines by our star columnists, who are heard loudly
and clearly whenever someone in Cuba or Croatia, in Palestine or
South Africa is daring to utter opposing views which are anathema to the dogmas established at Yalta and Potsdam.? Do they
have nothing at all to say about those fifty million murder victims.?
Our "righteous" readers will most certainly draw a parallel to
the ancient cry for vengeance and retribution by the heroes of the
democracies' crusade against that other "Evil Empireof Hitler,"
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uttered by Roosevelt and Morgenthau, by Churchill and good ole
Uncle Joe Stalin, after they had vanquished a nation whose leaders had dared to challenge the world currency and economic systems of the self-appointed "democratic" wodd controllers. These
champions of self-righteousness and hypocrisy then dragged the
leadership 6lite of the German Reich before a kangaroo court
and determinedly liquidated its members. What was thenin 1946,
in Nurembergconsidered the essence of "democratic" justice and
values, must nowin 1991, in Moscowperforce, follow the same
"high standards" of democratic justice and ethics, or does it not.?
May, therefore, the same laws, and even the same accusations,
prevail and be applied, now as in 1946:
•

Conspiracy to establish world domination. (Proofs; The Communist
Manifesto; the resolutions of the Comintern; the worid-wide activities
of Communist parties and their secret services).
• Conspiracy to start a World War. (Proofs: The network of Soviet military hases in all five continents; Soviet atomic and other armament
projects).
• Crimes against humanity.

In the latter case, the pertinent proofs for the mega-holocaust of fifty million massacred victims are so overwhelmingly
patent and obvious that they need not be decreed, as sacrosanct
dogma contained in the "democratic" Articles of Faith and Law.
Books, as has been done with the Holohoax figure of six million
gas-chamber "victims," which is foisted on the ignorant as "indisputable, acknowledged historic fact" by democratic courts, in
spite of countless proofs to the contrary.
Bring in, once again, the "unbiased" judges from the USA,
from Britain and France, and may the now "democratic" Russians
join them! T h e rope to the members of the Central Committee,
the K G B , the general staff! Forced labor for all the comsomoltsi,
the officers corps! But Russia could graciously be spared, however, a Morgenthau plan, since that has already been fully implem e n t e d , thanks to seventy-years of "blessings" by the
Marxist-Leninist-Judaeocratic Soviet economic system.
There remain those readers who have learnt to read between
the lines of our licensed media in order to be able to analyze the
true historic facts and backgrounds of this century. Those readers
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have long since recognized that hypocrisy is the one outstanding
quality of both, democratic thinking and democratic actions, since
the time of President Wilson and the League of Nations, since
President Roosevelt and his United Nations hoax decreed their
slimy code of democratic conduct. A code "Democrats" never fail
to violate themselves whenever they are acting as self-appointed
guardians of their selfish interests, which they always declare to
be in the best interest of all "peace loving nations of the Free
Worid," and from which they arbitrarily exclude all those labeled
as " N a z i " or "Fascist" or "anti-Semitic" or even worse: "antidemocratic," species of man exclusively condemned to fry in
Hell. And those readers have noticed with disgust how the capitalist rulers of the Western Wodd have time and again openly financed and armed the Bolsheviks, right down to more recent
times when they kept supplying the starving Soviet population
with American grain, thus keeping the r6gime from collapsing,
even though these champions of democracy knew since 1917
about the mass liquidations and terror camps from their ambassadors in Moscow and from their secret services.
T h e Soviet empire has, of course, been an ideal partner for
the real masters in N e w York and London. Firsdy, because of the
unanimous agreement between the rulers to establish a OneWodd Government on the basis of well orchestrated and manipulated "free, one-man one-vote, elections," allowing both systems
to gradually converge into O N E ; secondly, due to the Soviet
Union's permanent status as debtor and interest-payer due to its
state-controlled economy; thirdly, as supplier of cheap raw materials at lowest prices to Western capitalism; and last but not least,
as a logical accomplice in the destruction of the German Reichthe
only real challenge to the materialistic One-Wodders.
No wonder, then, that our democratic aposdes should fear to
be exposed as having been in cahoots with the criminals, and accessories to the crimes committed, should they now ask to punish
those responsible for the mega-holocaust, after seventy years of
treacherous connivance. For i f there existed a truly independent
judicial system and an impartial forum, these hypocrites, who, in
the name of Christian ethics, wiped out Dresden and Hiroshima,
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mas'saeTed or e:^pelled.mjllions of Germans and East-Europeans
Trprn\fieir. anxiieat'hom
who ruthlessly proceeded with, tK^
decdtoriz^tiSp and pigstyification of.one third of Europe by Bolshevik hordes; and \^1IG', by their silent approval, are responsible
for the holocaust offiiftymillion "Soviet" citizens, would be rerrianded to theTiearest lamp posts.
•, F'oTtunatefy, there is a large number of institutes and organir
:^'tipri§: wli(5s&^^
ethical standards are
godlike ariiijSeyond; reproafch. They have been specifically established, to eiigage in an eternal campaign of persecution and vengeance,. to,;whicb"we owe the fact that not a single, octogenarian
or not, "wa'r'criniinal," between Paraguay and Kamtchatka ever
can hope to escape his "just punishment." What a grand opportunity for all "Holocaust" centers, watch-list hunters, war crimes
registrars, for whom there now is such a vast and lucrative field of
activities! W h a t a challenge to all the Klarsfelds, Wiesels,
Wiesenthals, et al., to put their enormous archives, their never
failing know-how, and their extraordinary, obnoxious noses, in
the service of justice and mankind, and to prosecute those responsible for the F I F T Y M I L L I O N victims with the same zeal,
hate, and perseverance they have demonstrated in the case of
those who they claim to be responsible for the SIX M I L L I O N !

R.A.M., Europe

THE ANTI-HUMANS
by D. Bacu (307 pp., hb. $7.00 + $1.50 for postage & handling) describes wliat
was done to the young men whom Corneliu Z. Codreanu, the founder of the
Legionary Movement in Romania, inspired, when seven years after his brutal
murder, Romania was delivered to the Bolsheviks. They were subjected to what
is the most fully documented Pavlovian experiment' on' a large number of human
beings. It is likely that tfie same techniques were used on many American prisoners in Korea and Vietnam. The Anti Humans is a well-written document of great
historical and psychological importance. Reading it will be an emotional experience
you will not forget "A sequel to Owell's 1984" —R.S.H. "A searing exposS of Red
bestialityl" —Dr. A.J. App). THE ANTP-HUMANS, Order #01013. Single copy $7.00,
3 for $15., 5 for $20.00. For postage-and handling add:On domestic orders,
$1.50 for orders under $10.00, 16% of order total for orders over $10.00, On
orders from abroad, $2.00 or 20% respectively. Sample copy of our monthly
. magazine Liberty Bell and copy of our huge book list containing hundreds of
"Eye-Openers," $4.00. Subscription for 12 hard-hitting, fact-packed issue $35.00
(U.S. only). Order from: LIBERTY BELL PUBUCATIONS, Postoffice Box 21,
Reedy WV 25270 USA
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The Tulsa Tribune
People's Forum
Box 1770
Tulsa OK 74102 '
Editor, The Tribune:

LETTERS
to the
EDITOR

There is indeed an important message from David Duke's efforts to become governor of Louisiana (Tribune, 18 November, page 8A). An encouraging 55% of the White voters
voted for Duke, it was estimated. In view of the handicaps with which he
had to contend, the unscrapulous political tactics used against him and the
well-financed media campaign against him, his showing was an encouraging indication that White voters are finally awakening to the measures
being taken against them; Affirmative Action, a tax structure that is demoralizing and impoverishing to them, forced bussing out of White pupils *
neighborhoods, inunigration pclicies which are racially prejudiced against
Wliite people and an "educational" establishment which uses sophisticated
psychological means to demoralize Aryan pupils( e.g., "Afrocentrism") by
denigrating or minimizing their cultural heritage.
One of the shrewdest argiunents used against Duke was the assertion
that his being in tire govemor's office would cause a loss of the tourist and
convention business. Whether Duke's being in office would have such an
efi'ect or not, the argument was one which effectively appealed to shortsighted greed. Even President Bush sank to a disgusting act of betrayal by
attacking a fellow Republican.
Whether or not Duke's past associations with the Ku Klux Klan and
other pro-Aryan organizations were a political disadvantage is, in a sense,
almost beside the point Such associations, we may reasonably assume,
were motivated in the young Duke by an idealistic concem for the future
of his race, the fortunes of which are now declining in the United States. It
is Duke's ftesh idealism which no doubt attracted many voters to his
cause, contrasting as it did to the stale, cynical, old Machiavellian politics
of his opponents, with their callous disregard for their long-range effects
on the country.
David Duke is ah articulate and intelligent young man whom White
voters will ignore only if they have become masochistic degenerates, incapable of rational thought on their own behalf, intellectually paralysed by
powerful media in hostile hands. Duke could have an important role to
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play in future Presidential elections, where he would not have such a demographic disadvantage as was the case in Louisiana.
Charles E . Weber

*****
Dear Landsmann:

15 S e p t e m b e r

1991

I have an update on the A I D S situation. Things are moving even faster
then I thought i n my July letter. The new data comes from the South Afirican financial press. They are concerned about the effects of AIDS on black
labor and they obviously quote from the epidemiological curve of A I D S
which is still being kept secret from the public. Their statistics say that the
black population of South Africa will peak at 40 million in 1966 and collapse thereafter. B y 2007, despite new births and immigration, the black
population is projected to be a dwindling remnant of 13.6 million and
those will be nearly all old or young and nearly useless for labor.
A I D S i n South Africa has been even more concealed then in America
but one datijin allows comparison. In South Africa, too, more than 50% of
new cases are now heterosexual. This shows that the U S A and S A are at
the same stage in the epidemic. This means the data for S A applies to
American blacks as well. B y 1995-96 the black population will peak and
then crash. B y 2007 it will be a third of the 1966 figure. Something to look
forward to! I recently spoke to a worker at a largely bladk hospital in the
Bronx. Over 50% of the emergency admissions now are A I D S carriers.

In Bensonhurst whites were arrestedfor daring to shout at negro marchersi
Where the comedy comes in is in the actions of the black racist mayor
of Jew York. He didn't dare offend his Jewish owners but he also didn't
dare offend his black racist power base. Thus he dithered and ran around
like a headless chicken. Thousands of police were called out but were not
allowed to take any action against the black rioters, merely standing as
human shields in front of the Jews. Thus, more police were injured tlian either blacks or Jews. Dinkdns then made a big show of visiting the injured
black child at the hospital and an injured Jew who was stabbed, but totally
ignored five cops who were m the emergency room after being hit by
bricks.
Just as funny were the ditherings of the Jews who tried to go into (heir
usual whining act without offending their pet blacks. Meanwhile, all sorts
of stories reached tlie press about the special privileges accorded the Jews.
For instance, the main rabbi has a 24-hour-a-day police guard provided
him and his family wherever they go. During the riots poUce captains and
officials were ordered around as lackies by the rabbis. During an earlier incident a mob of Jews broke into a police station, injured about 20 cops and
destroyed tlie interior of the building witliout one single arrest being made.
A l l this showed the "poor, persecuted Jews" in a light which, like cockroaches, they prefer to avoid.

Yours truly,
S.R., New York State

We had a very instructive set of comedies in New City just now. First,
a black racist professor dared to mention that the Jews control Hollywood
and that they were the operators of the slave trade, both true, of course.
The Jews set up their usual filthy howling demanding he be punished for
un-kosher thoughts but, amazingly, the blacks refused to grovel and obey
Uke white slaves. While the Jews were still reehng about that came the
Crown Heights incident where a speeding Jew ran a red light and ran up
on the sidewalk crushing to nigger kids. This led to an anti-Jewish race
riot What set the blacks off was the special treatment and privileges given
to the Jews by the police who literally acted as their servants. The poUce
did not arrest the reckless Jew driver. The special Jew ambulance ignored
the crushed children and drove off with the slightly injured Jew. Thousands of police immediately arrived to protect the Jews and only blacks
were arrested despite Jews throwing rocks and bottles at negro marchers.
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*****

Dear Landsmann:

18 October 1991

...I fought i n Vietnam from 1967 to May 1969 and have long studied
this war, but I never realized the sitoation wliich Major Joe Stano writes of.
I knew that Israel had stripped the N A T O arsenal bare i n 1973 but I didn't
realize this was their standard operation! I knew during Vietnam that Jews
were the chief traitors and Communist supporters but this is the first I
heard of the Knesset of Israel breaking into cheers at Ihe fall of Saigon to
their beloved Reds!
Major Stasno doesn't say this but I will; the Iheft of war materiel was
not only designed to steal money for Israel but to cripple the war effort as
well. From the very start of the war the Jew influence was constantly exerted to aid the Communists and this is what exolaias the otherwise inex-
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plicable policies followed by the U.S. government For example, pretending North Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia were neutral countries and that
the war was a South Vietnamese civil war. I used to be stationedfivemiles
from the Cambodian border in 1967. Every day the Cong would cross the
border at 5pm and arrive before my position at 76. Yet we were forbidden
to cross the Border or fire into Cambodia! Whenever the U.S. did bomb
Cambodia or Laos it had to be "secret" with the Jewsmedia ever vigilant to
protect their Cong with charges we were "widening" the war. Another lunacy was the way Soviet ships were allowed to land hundreds of thousands of tons of war materiel in North Vietnam aad Cambodiarightunder
the nose of the U.S. Navy. At the time the pretext for treating the Reds
with kid gloves was always the "threat of nuclear war." Now we know
what the government did then: that the Soviets were totally helpless against
America and that there was hardly a nuclear warhead that could reach the U.S.
even if the U.S.SJ^ struck first
Considering what I now know about the Jewish dominance of America, the question is why they allowed any opposition to Communism at
all? They could have installed the Reds in South Vietnam in 1965 exactly
as they installed fhem in North Vietnam in 1954. The answer seems to partially be the old saying, "wars are the Jews' harvest" The Jews enriched
themselves in every way from the war. Furthermore, the deliberate sabotage of the war effort would tend to discredit both American nationalism
and the anti-Communist straggle woridwide. As an additional bonus there
was the drug trade.
This last seems to have been before WWII when Roosevelt sent a
U.S. air force to China to fight the Japanese. During WWH this force was
supplied by air from India I think it was then that the discovery was made
that the empty planes returning to India could be used to fly out opium
from Yunnan. Roosevelt and the American Jews were.eager to pry the
dope monopoly out of English hands and this was a major means to do it
Here what was to be the standard post-war method of operation was bom.
FirstCTeatea war. The underdog needs money to fight Loan them money
and give them arms on the condition they grow dope to pay for it This is
how the CIA supported the Communist revolution in Vietnam from 1946
on. The same thing was then done in the Vietnam war, the Afghan war and
the Nicaragua-El Salvador war and is being done today in Lebanon. In
every case the CIA has been running this trade and using it as a source of
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independent financing. In every case the and-Communists were betrayed
and the war stretched out as long as possible.
I was Dr. Oliver's correspondent about the Iraq war just now. Since I
wrote, more data has come in strengthening the thesis oudined in the letter:
that Iraq refused to fight and pulled out Half the "combat" casualties reported by Allied forces are now revealed to have been accidents or caused
by "friendly" fire. Furthermore, it is now clear that the U.S. was preparing
for mass atomic warfare against Iraq. I think the U.S. was prepared to
atomic bomb every city in fraq and kill millions as soon as Iraq provided
the pretext by using its chemical or biological weapons against American
forces. Remember the hysterical propaganda designed to justify this just
before the war started? I had wondered why the huge carriers were sent
into the Gulf. Now I know it was because they were carrying part of the
atomic arsenal that was planned to be used. The Jews and their American
government dogs had deliberately planned the mass murder of millions of
people long before the war began. If there ever was a clear case of "planning aggressive war" this was it.
There was no question that the August invasion of Kuwait was not a
surprise to the U.S. It has now come outtiaatfraqissued general mobilization orders in mid-July and that the United States was well aware of this,
so they knew Iraq would invade Kuwait Mobilization means war now as
it did in 1914. Furthermore, several days before the invasion the Kuwaiti
leadership moved all their wealth and bank records out of Kuwait, so they
were aware of the impending invasion as well. This invasion, which the
U.S. and Kuwait deliberately provoked, was to be the pretext for the war
of aggression to follow. Bush pretended big moral indignation over the
Iraqi takeover of Kuwait though it was exactly the same thing he just did
in Panama. Indeed, less people were killed in Kuwait than in Panama
I could see Panama marked a new era in American military history. In
Vietnam we were never allowed to use heavy weapons in populated areas.
Fighting in Hue went on for five days in 1968 before some artillery and
aircraft were allowed to be used against the entrenched Cong. In Panama,
where the U.S. could simply have occupied the country in broad daylight
with minimal resistance, a melodramatic night attack was made and thousands of civilians killed in their beds by saturation bombing and artillery
fire. And the Jewsmedia, ever critical of our "killing of innocent civilians"
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in Vietnam shut up and covered up the massacre.
Vietnam and Iraq are text book examples of what happens when the
Jews support or oppose a war. In Vietnam every possible effort was made
to obstruct the war effort and the Cong were finally given victory by cutting off fuel and ammunition to South Vietnam. In Iraq everything was
changed. The first thing that was dropped was any pretense of morality or
objectivity. With one voice the Jewsmedia screamed for war. No mention
of peace was permitted. Hussein, significanfly, was called "the new Hitler." No such screech of hate was ever allowed against North Vietnam. Indeed, no personal attacks against Ho Chi Minh were allowed at all. The
U.S. press treated him with awed reverence. Now Hussein was "the Beast
of Baghdad" and such-like slobber.
In 1964 Goldwater was smeared as an "irresponsible madman" because he dared suggest that A-bombs might be used to defoliate parts of
the Ho Chi Minh Trail. In 1991 Bush openly threatened the use of atomic
weapons against Iraqi civilians if Iraq dared to use chemical weapons in
the war. No explanation was ever made as to how use of chemical weapons justified use of atomic weapons. Nobody in the media dared even
question this equation of nuclear and chemical weapons.
From the very start the wfU" aims in Vietnam and Iraq were different
In Vietnam were supposedlyfightingfor "peace," a ridiculous aim. In Iraq
the first aim given was to "free" Iraq to return to being a British colony.
But then the ante was upped to murdering Saddam Hussein and destroying
Iraq as a nation. The viciousness of this has been compounded by the hunger blockade that is being kept up against Iraq as it was against Germany
after both world wars.
The artificiality of the U.S. war aims is shown by the fact that the war
was originally supposed to be against Iran, not Iraq. In 1987 all was ready
for a war against Iran, a war the Vincennes incident was supposed to trigger. But the Ayatollah got the word in time, just as Hussein did, and defused the situation by refusing to retaliate for the Vincennes massacre and
making peace with Iraq. Iraq, as the winner in the war, then became Jew
enemy #1. What should catch the iiiterest here is that the same thing happened in 1987 and 1991. In both cases a Jew-planned war of aggression
fizzled out because the intended victims got wind of the plot and humbled
themselves and todc a beating. The scenario I outlined in tlie letter to Dr. Oliver is thus iK)t so unique and unheard of after all. Indeed, it is a partial repeat
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of what Iran did four years previously.
So two attempts at a nuclear war in die Mideast have fizzled. But lire
Jews can simply set up a third attempt. From what I read in their periodicals, tlie next target is to be Syria. The Arabs have gained time at great cost
. Time for what? Obviously time to prepare their own weapons and political alliances for the inevitable wars to come. I never realized it until recently but die Jews plan to seize all the land "from the Euphrates unto the
River of Egypt." Which includes Saudi Arabia and all the oilfields. This
goal is enshrined on the Israeli flag. The two blue lines represent tlie Nile
and the Euphrates and the Jewish star between them is self-explanatory.
This conquest, to be made for diem by America, is to give diem total control of the world's energy forever. It is for diis reason diat atomic power
has been sabotaged and crippled and diat cold fusion (as well as hot fusion) is being suppressed. We are thus harnessed to die Jews' cart. The
venture we are engaged in is utterly insane. We are to invade die mainland
of Asia, 8,000 miles away, conquer 50,000,000 people and subjugate diem
to oppression by 8,000,000 Jews. We are dien to maintain diis unnatural
situation against 150,000,000 Moslems in Turkey, fran and Egypt forever!
Twenty years ago die Jews were telling us ttiat it was beyond U.S. power
to defeat an invasion of die Soudi by 18 million Northerners even widi the
help of 16 million Southerners in Viediam. The massacre in fraq has left
die U.S. widi an inflated opinion of its power just as die 1967 war did widi
Israel. The Arabs wUl be back. They have no choice, diey live diere forever whereas, next time, the U.S. may not be able to use its full shength
against a single, small nation.
With the horrible threat of Israel and its American dog menacing it,
nodiing is more likely dian diat die nations of die area wiU band together in
a unified alliance against America. Russia wiU not always be torn internally, nor wiU America always be as quiet internally and unopposed externally as now.

Yours truly,
S.R., New York State
Editor:
Col. Bo Gritz, in his almost incomprehensible book. Called to Serve,
reveals himself to be an Israeli sycophant, and advocate of "Holohoax"
ficdon. and a nemetuator of die racist WWII propaganda diat naints GerUberty Bell I January 1992 — 51

f j i i i n i ) Rx.ilicil Ciirincik'iH'n
CJv.;ird .1. Toner Jr.
P.O
nux ]24
Huwcll, N.J.U7731

Dcdica[t:d to the memory of
-

Henry Louis N k q c h c n unci olhtr
kindcrcd spirits of

ilk

who hate hypocrisy and prclunse,
and huvi: the lumcrily to say so,
in a humorous and engaging manner.

Dear Mrs. S h i e l d s , and C l a s s ;
_____
I saw y o u r l e t t e r i n a l o c a l n e w s p a p e r , a n d d e c i d e d t o s h e d '
l i f l h t o n t h e G a r d e n S t a t e . T h e s t a t e name comes f r o m t h e f a c t
t h a t t h e r e i s a R o s e n b l o o m o n p r a c t i c a l l y e v e r y s t r e e t . Thoro^
a r e t w o on m i n e . T h e s t a t e b i r d i s t h e c r o w , a n d t h e s t a t e
i n s e c t i s t h e f i r e ant.
New J e r s e y i s d i v i d e d i n t o 4 p a r t s . T h e y a r e T h e G a r d e n S t a t e
P a r k w a y , T h e New J e r s e y T u r n p i k e , A t l a n t i c C i t y , a n d t h e P i n e
B a r r e n s . The P i n e B a r r e n s a r e an a r c h a e o l i g s t s h e a v e n . Thay have
a m o t t o h e r e - " I t i s n ' t w h a t y o u d i g u p , i t ' s who y o u d i g u p " .
T h e r e a r e many, many S e n i o r C x t i z e n c o i w u u n i t i e s i n New J e r s e y .
The a v e r a g e a g e i n t h e s e d e v e l o p m e n t s i s t e r m i n a l . T h e y f o l l o w
t h e e x a m p l e o f t h e A f r i c a n e l e p h a n t when t h e y a r e r e a d y t o d i e .
They l o a d i n t o b u s s e s a n d g o t o A t l a n t i c C i t y .
M o s t New J e r s e y T h i r d G r a d e r s a r e a b o m i n a b l e b r a t s . T h e b o y s
seem t o U s e P e e Wee Herman a s a r o l e m o d e l . When t h e g i r l s g e t
t o h i g h s c h o o l , t h e y a l l become c h e e r l e a d e r s . T h e r e a s o n New
J e r s e y u s e s s o much a r t i f i c a l t u r f o n i t s p l a y i n g f i e l d s i s t o
keep t h e c h e e r l e a d e r s from g r a z i n g .
Politics
Governor
and t h e y
business

i n New J e r s e y i s r e a l w e i r d . Wo h a v e a n i n c o m p e t e n t
named F l o r i o . H i s c a b i n e t members a r e c a l l e d "henchmen"
a r e v e r y ' f a m i l y ' o r i e n t e d . Most p e o p l e go about t h e i r
i n t h e S t a t e House s t a r i n g a t each o t h e r s k n e e c a p s .

White c h i l d r e n a r e c a l l e d " m i n o r i t i e s ' i n E l i z a b e t h , P a t t e r s o n ,
N e w a r k , J e r s e y C i t y , a n d t h e y a r e u n h e a r d o f i n Camden. T h i s
makes k e e p i n g t r a c k o f S.A.T. s c o r e s v e r y e a s y , a s t h e y o n l y
have t o d e a l w i t h two d i g i t s . C o u r s e s i n i n s t r u c t i o n i n t h e s e
c i t i e s s c h o o l s i n c l u d e 'How t o B o n s a i y o u r p e t ' , ' C r e a t i v e
Cremations",
"Shoe l a c e t y i n g made e a s y ' , and " T r a c i n g y o u r
f a m i l y t r e e " . The l a t t e r i s v e r y s i m p l e , b e c a u s e t h e r e a r e
u s u a l l y no b r a n c h e s . P e o p l e f r o m a l l o v e r t h e w o r l d come t o
t h e s e c i t i e s on f a t h e r s d a y t o w a t c h t h e mass c o n f u s i o n . A n o t h e r
u n i q u e t h i n g a b o u t t h e s e s c h o o l s , i s t h a t t h e y a l l h a v e t h e i r own
morgue a n d c o r o n e r .
W e l l c h i l d r e n , I hope t h i s
o f Noo J o i s e y ,

e n l i g h t e n s y o u on y o u r

understanding

Sincerely
\
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V.

r

mans as sadistic sub-humans. All of these attitudes mn counter to doctrines
espoused by Liberty Bell and the Populist Party.
Why, we wonder, is tliis very common politician permitted to dilute
the credibility of tliose institutions by carrying the banner of the Populist
Party in a charge on that most powerful of offices, Commander-in-Chief of
the U.S.?
There is no chance that the Electoral College will confer Chief Commander status on this former covert operative, so we need not be fearful of
how he will conduct that office. The danger to Liberty Bell readers is that,
dazzled by medals, hypnotized by valorous rhetoric, and endorsed by the
Populist Party, they will be drawn into supporting a man whose ideologies
are as foreign to their interests as they are to commnon sense.

J.H., Oregon
Dear George:
Thank you for republishing so much of the material from recent issues
of The Talon. It always looks so much better in Liberty Bell. I hope the articles do some good.
Ernst Zundel has reported the starting-up again of the 'telephone terrorism.' [Ernst can be reached at 206 Carlton St., Toronto ON MSA 2L1,
Canada.] Emst says that the phone calls are operated by computer, which
would indicate that little kikes are in the phone companies doing their
thing on overtime. Here at my home, the phone rings and someone says
that she is an A T & T operator, with a long-distance call for "Mr. Hitler." I
hang up. Then the phone rings five minutes later. It is a woman claiming to
be a Sprint or MCI long-distance operator who says that she has a collect
call for "Mr. Heydrich." I hang up. When the phone rings a minute later, I
hear recordings of people complaining about telephone harassment. [/
have been subjected to the same type of harassment since 1976:8-10 calls
till 3-4 in the morning; trying to place collect calls from "George at the
morgue;" threats to "pay a visit" to my daughter, who at the tinw (from
1979 on) was attending pharmacy schools (for which reason I could not
afford to disable my telephone line) so that I had to 'equip' her with a sixshooter with the admonition to shoot first and ask stupid questions later,
should anyone try to force his way into her room. 'They' never took me up
on my invitation to "come on down, the weather is nice, you'll find out
what'II hannen—in West Virginia they ask stuvid auestions later." Ever
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since Ma Bell instituted their 'Caller-ID' system these calls have stopped.
Then 'they' fraudulently used my pfwne company credit card for three
months, placing calls to Tel-Aviv, Jerusalem and otlter places across the
globe to the tune of $7,500.1$6,000.1$2,500. during this three-month period, until theplione company finally was able to put a stop to this scheme.
—^Ed. LB.] I wonder who is being charged for all these calls, some of
which may be coming from Europe or Israel. The little yids place a call to
someone, tape his xesponse, then replay it to their next victim. This can go
on for hours. The only defense late at night is to take the phone off the
hook. Ziindel says that the Canadian authorities keep catching the sheenies
at this, but do nothing to them.
Poor, persecuted Utile bastards.... Though I am not really bothered by
(his telephone business, it is instruchve to see how immune the jews are to
punishment in the U.S. and Canada. Yet a friend of mine was aaested and
searched locally for sending a comic cartoon fax to a local T V station
making fun of the Jeffrey Dahmer murders. There will be more about this
later. A federal case will be the result—Fourth Amendment rights and all.

Sincerely,
Maj. Don Clerkin
Editor:
I just started receiving your magazine, Liberty Bell. I finally found
someone who has hit the nail on the head. Your magazine speaks the truth,
and more importantly, you have the courage to say it. Keep up the good
work until the new hate-crime laws close you down.
After spending much time and money chasing the false leads of the
Christian Patriot movement, I finally saw through all their B.S. and have
found the real cause of what is happening to my beloved people.
The weak-kneed, misty-eyed Judaeo-Christians are off chasing after
their elusive "Conspiracy Theories," such as the Rothschilds, the Rockefellers, the hitemational Bankers, the Federal Reserve, the Bilderbergers,
the Trilateralists, the CFR'erg, the Freemasons, the Skull & Bones, the
Catholics, and yes, even the bug-eyed aliensfromouter space. Anything to
keep from saying it's the "Zionist Jews." They are scared to deafli to even
say the word "Jew," "Talmud," or "Cabala."
I am Arvan bv race and Christian bv reUeion—but. I am sick of hear54 — Liberty Sell I January 1992

ing ministers injecting the Jewish poison into my people under the guise of
judaeo-Christianity. It's tlie tired old story; turn the other cheek, tlie meek
shall inherit the earth, thou shall not kill, and pray to Jesus and you'll be
saved. Thus We are paralyzed. The Judaeo-Cliristian churches are one of
iriy worst enemies. Tliey infect my people with Judaism.
All the while, what are the Jews doing to the White race? While we
|fay for salvation and mercy, the Jews go on murdering the White males,
plundering their property, raping their women, and mongrelizing the race.
iThe Jews have been doing this to my people for over 3,000 years. The
only real holocaust in tliis world is the Jewish holocaust inflicted upon the
Aryans.
The Aryan races are the racial descendants of thefirstknown civiUzed
people on this planet, from the early dawn of man. These people gave us
language, writing, mathematics, geometry, astronomy, geology, chemistry,
irrigation, agriculture, horticulture, medicine, law, and rehgion. These
early 'primitive' people even knew deep-sea navigation and discovered
seven planets!
Wlio were these ancient 'primitive' people? They were the Sumerians.
Theyflourishedin ancient Mesopotamia (now called Iraq). Tliey depicted
themselves in their paintings as a white-skinned people. More importantly,
their statues showed long straight hair, round eyes, and lapis lazuli insets
for the eyes. Blue eyes! There's only one race on this planet with blue eyes
(absent race mbdng). Even modem achaeologists agree these people were
not Semitic. They were the racial root-stock of the Aryan races, who were
the builders of civilization fr«n time immemaial.
Who were the Sumerians' worst enemy who destroyed them? You
guessed it, the Akkadian Semites. Even the Judaized historians agree to
this. The point is, the genocidal war between the descendants of the
Sumerians and the descendants of the Semites has been raging since the
dawn of civilization from the third millennium B.C. There is nothing new
under the sun after all. Read up on this early race in Waddell's work. The
Makers of Civilization [a\>ailabk from Liberty Bell Publications, $30. +
$4.50 postage], it's fascinating.
One will learn that the Sumerian racial stock developed into the various White races. The Sumerians' racial descendants developed into their
respective empires: the Babylonians, the Egyptians, the Greeks, the Romans, the Germans, the Spanish, the Portuguese, the French, the Russians,
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and the English. So I am proud of my racial heritage. The Aryans have
built the world since the beginning of civilization. But here's the bad news.
The Semitic races; the Hebrews, Israelites, and then the Judaized people of Khazaria known as modem-day Jews, have destroyed each and
every one of these Aryan empires. Each time the Semites/Jews have used
the same tactics to destroy the Aryans. They gain control of the money
and, through this control, inject the Aryan society with the same cancer as
we see in America today. This malignant poison is always the same: usury,
racial equaUty, racial integration, sexual liberation, homosexuality, pornography, alcoholism, drug addiction, violence, discord, and other "liberalizing" ideologies. A l l this is directed against the Aryans in order to
destroy their society foe plunder, and finally their obliteration. Mongrelize
them racially, and they will self-destmct with racial suicide. It's all spelled
out in their Talmud. Once this cancer sets in, it will not stop until the
Aryan Host dies. History has proven this ouL
The Jews understand this perfectly well, and that is why the Hebrew
Old Testament repeatedly prdiibits race-mixing. It is an abominatim- to
the Hebrews for one of them to violate the holy seed of the Chosen People
by miscegenation with the heathen races. Remember the story of Riineas?
How the Jews must rejoice with glee when they see the fairest of Aryan
women with the darkest of the Negro race. Yet the Jews can't keep their
hands off of Caucasian women, the blonde blue-eyed beauties. Just watch
Jew-TV. It's disgusting what they do with the goyim women. Why do
White women croon over the "tall, dark, and handsome" movie stars? Because they're mostly Jews with anglicized names, and this is another poison injected into the minds of my people. Only now White women crave
Negroes for the same reason. Truly abominable!
You see, the Jewish cancer has eaten out the brains, and is now working on the body of my once great people and country. America has been
completely controlled by the Jews since its incepticHi, since Haym
Salomon loaned George Washington money f(x the American Revolutioa
Likewise, we slaughtered those pocx Iraqis for our Jewish mastcK. It's the
same old skxy over aixi over.
Now the Jews are seeking to fulM their prophecy of ruling the Worid
when their Messiah returns to earth and destroys the heath6n races "utterly
and completely." America as a nation is lost to its Aryan founders.
This is the final struggle for the survival of the Aryan races, the de-

scendants of the ancient Sumerians. My people are losing, and losing
, .badly. As Uie Dead Sea Scrolls say, the final battle between the Sons of
Liglit (Jews) and the Sons of Darkness (Gentiles) will be fought in the
:plains of Meggido; Armageddon for the Aryan races. Now do you understand why the Jews are screaming for war agaia?
I»
Time to prepare is short It is sad that the herds of goyim, while they
continue to graze along to their own slaughter at the hands of the Jews,
' will cause the murder, torture, rape, and destruction of so many good peoi pie who will stand up and fight before they die. Tmly sad The Aryans'
I backs are against the wall There is no new land mass to flee to and begin
I, anew. My people eitlier stand and fight, or they will die.
'!
K this letter sounds of gloom and doom, then you recognize the trutli
t, in it. This is exactly where the Aryan races stand. It is no longer a question
• of ' i f it's going to happen, now it's a question of 'when' it's going to hap:,; pen. It will be a miracle if the White races survive and not be reduced to a
V small breeding pool for producing White female slaves.
iV
My own independent research has brought me to the same conclusion
M; that your magazine has found.
I have no answers. You see, the Sumerian/Aryans have never won
|j against the Semites/Jews.

Publicus Prudentis, Idalio
Dear George:
Enclosed is my LB renewal. Hope all is going well with you and your
family. These days, it seems, a close family life is a difficult thing to maintain.
The Judenschweine are really getting bold these days! We're seeing
more and more overt activity by them in this area. One example is a sign in
a shopping mall by Chabbad Lubavitch advertising their "Religious Holiday Guide." To receive this guide call l-80(>-Chabbad.
Through the years, George, you've done a fme job with Liberty Bell.

Best vyishes,
K.E., NE
Dear George:
I am a T)risoner in Texas, and I have verv limited funds. A few weeks
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Edward J.Tonur Jr.
P.O. liox 124
Howull, N.J. 07731
(908) 363 -Om
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and have the lemerii
in a humorous and c

Dear

"Ann' ( a . k . a . E s t e r Freidman);
I road your i n s u l t i n g a d v i c e and conments i n t h e l o c a l Jew
(Newhouso) owned hag, t h e Newark S t a r Ledger o f 1 O c t . 1991. XJc
appeared j u s t above your J e w i s h s i s t e r s column, "Abby" (a.k.a.
P a u l i n e Freidman.) You Jews have t h e " a d v i c e " s e c t i o n s sewed up
from B r i d g e t o Wine. I guess t h a t ' s t o keep us goyim from
g e t t i n g any dangerous a d v i c e .
The Wash. DC d i t z c o m p l a i n i n g about t h e a g g r e s s i v e n a t u r e
o f men and your r i d i c u l o u s l y s h a l l o w r e p l y and i n s u l t i n g
comments cannot go unanswered.
Don't t e l l me t h e r e a r e no answers t o "the problem" w i t h •
men. You know t h e r e i s an answer as w e l l as I do, and as w e l l as
a l l your s o c i o l o g i s t s , a n t h r o p o l i g i s t s , e t c . . . The answer i s
t e s t o s t e r o n e , t h e hormone produced by a mans t e s t i c l e s ( b a l l s ,
to you E s t e r ) . Without t h i s "problem", t h e human s p e c i e s would
have d i e d out i n t h e jaws o f s a b r e — t o o t h e d t i g e r s , - f l e s h — e a t i n g
dinosaurs, e t c . .
I t was mans a g g r e s s i v e n e s s and i n t e l l i g e n c e which a l l o w e d
him t o f a s h i o n weapons t o k i l l t h e s e b e a s t s so you broads c o u l d
cook them, and wear t h e f u r s on your u n g r a t e f u l l a s s o s .
U l t i m a t e l y , t h i s l e d t o t h o s e nasty Weapons o f d e s t r u c t i o n you
p i s s and moan aboiit. Without them, t h e C h i n e s e and S o v i e t s would
bo a l l o v e r us, and you'd then have something t o r e a l l y p i s s and
moan about.
The dumb b i t c h who complained t o you h a i l s from Washington
D.C., I n o t i c e . T h i s e x p l a i n s q u i t e a l o t . The murder c a p i t a l o f
tho n a t i o n b o a s t s a 90% negro p o p u l a t i o n , so chances a r e 9:1
t h a t t h e o f f e n d i n g man was a coon. These a r e t h e m a j o r i t y
p o p u l a t i o n i n t h o p r i s o n s "D.O." speaks o f , by t h e way.
Those a n i m a l s have t h o worst o f a l l t h i n g s g o i n g f o r them.
They have t h e man's hormones, but women's low i n t e l l i g e n c e . A l l
t h a t l e a v e s them i s s p o r t s , i n which they n a t u r a l l y e x c e l l .
I f wo can l i v e w i t h you bimbo's, you can manage n i c e l y w i t h
us bozo's. Take your a d v i c e and S t u f f i f near your e s t r o g e n , but
watch out f o r tho y e a s t , i t might not bo kosher.
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ago I ordered from you Main Kampf by Adolf Hitler, I never read it before,
but I thought I knew a lot about Hitler. I had a glorious surprise coining
*from within the pages of his book. I learned more from that book than
from any of the other books about WWI and WWII that I've previously
iead. All the biographies about Hitler were either from a lewish perspectivc or an anti-NS American under the influence of Jewish propaganda.
{ My eyes were opened to reaUties I had never even glimpsed before. I
gpe the Jews behind U.S. politics and world, as well as national, com;! merce.
I
Mein Kampf was the spark that ignited in me a desire to learn more
about National Socialism and the world in general. I get a daily newspaper
from my neighbor in the cell next to mine.
When I got Mein Kampf there were also two Liberty Bell magazines
and Luther's The Jews and TIteir Lies (imperfect copies) enclosed. I have
really enjoyed reading them and comparing that with the newspaper I get
I was also given many insights as to how I can approach people with the
idea of National Sociahsm and how to reveal the Jews' conspiracies to
• i them without losing their attention, but rather giviog them inspiration to
f seek proof for themselves. Most of the books that Liberty Bell Publications
has are not availabloe in bookstores or public libraries.
I would really like a subscription to Liberty Bell, but I can't afford the
subscription rate. [Who among our readers would care to sponsor a subscription for this fellow? —^Ed.] I really like your magazine and I learned a
lot from the two issues I've already received (Oct & Nov. 91). Like I said,
I am a prisoner and I don't have access to enough money to afford a subscription as well as other books. I am a National Socialist and a young
Aryan soldier searching for a way out of the clutches of our Jewish enemy.
I believe Liberty Bell Publications is a strong step in the right direction.
Keep the faith and stay strong in mind and body.

Texas
^

Dear friends;
I was recently given your address by one of my friends, who said you
have the best book store around for N.S. literature. I would very much hke
to purchase the book Mein Kampf by Adolf Hitler, and, if it's at all possible, I would like to do so with postage stamps. I have enclosed $13 worth.
As vou have orobablv suessed. I am in orison. Mv friends call me
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Tommy and I am Dutch/Irish. My hair is reddish blond, blue eyes, and I
am 6 feet tall. I am 100% down for the Aryan Race and I want to learn aU
I can so that I can teach others. Since I have been corresponding with my
friend I have learned quite a bit, as he has taught me a new way of thinking, I have quit smoking, and I am doing everything I can to stay in the
best shape, both physically and mentally. The physical part is not too hard
since I am in prison but there are no books around here to help me mentally. I am so tired of reading ("history") books that are written by and for
the Jews. I am tired of reading the newspapers and seeing blacks and
whites hand in hand. It makes me want to throw up! I am also tired of seeing our country overrun by a bunch of mongrel races.
Anyway, I could write my own book about the things I disagree with
in this country, but I won't burden you with it since I'm sure you've heard
it all before. I would just like to assure you thatflroughI have made some
mistakes in the past, I know how wrong I was. I would like to learn more,
though, so that I won't make, any mistakes in the future. So, please don't
hold it against me because of my past. I will do ten times more for the
good of my beautiful race before I die, and I don't plan to die easily; the
Viking in me won't allow it.
Please remain strong!

Texas
[Is there anotlier LB reader who would care to sponsor a subscription
for this White Man?]
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Please r e m e m b e r : Our Fight is Your fight! D o n a t e w h a t e v e r y o u
c a n s p a r e o n a r e g u l a r — m o n t h l y o r q u a r t e r l y — b a s i s . W h e t h e r it is
$2., $5., $20., o r $ 1 0 0 . o r m o r e , rest a s s u r e d it is n e e d e d here a n d
will b e u s e d in o u r c o m m o n s t r u g g l e . If y o u a r e a b u s i n e s s m a n ,
p o s t a g e s t a m p s in a n y d e n o m i n a t i o n are a legitimate b u s i n e s s e x p e n s e — a n d w e n e e d a n d u s e m a n y of t h e s e here every m o n t h —
a n d will b e gratefully a c c e p t e d a s d o n a t i o n s .
Y o u r d o n a t i o n s will help us s p r e a d t h e Message
of Liberty a n d
White S u n / / V a / t h r o u g h o u t t h e l a n d , b y m a k i n g available a d d i t i o n a l
c o p i e s of o u r printed material t o f e l l o w W h i t e s w h o d o not y e t k n o w
w h a t is in s t o r e f o r t h e m .
Order o u r pamphlets, booklets, a n d , most importantly, o u r
reprints of revealing articles w h i c h a r e ideally s u i t e d f o r m a s s d i s t r i b u t i o n at r e a s o n a b l e c o s t . O r d e r extra c o p i e s of Liberty

Bell f o r

d i s t r i b u t i o n t o y o u r circle of friends, n e i g h b o r s , a n d relatives, u r g i n g
t h e m t o subscribe t o o u r unique publication. O u r bulk prices are
s h o w n o n t h e inside f r o n t c o v e r of every Issue of Liberty
Pass a l o n g y o u r c o p y of Liberty

Beii.

Bell, a n d c o p i e s of reprints y o u

o b t a i n e d f r o m us, t o friends a n d a c q u a i n t a n c e s w h o m a y b e o n o u r
" w a v e l e n g t h , " a n d u r g e t h e m t o c o n t a c t us f o r m o r e of t h e s a m e .
C a r r y o n t h e fight t o free o u r W h i t e p e o p l e f r o m t h e s h a c k l e s of
alien d o m i n a t i o n , e v e n if y o u c a n o n l y j o i n o u r r a n k s in spirit. Y o u

. THE BOOK THAT MADE THE JEWS SO MAD
THEY HAD TO INVENT THE MOVIE HOLOCAUST!

AUSCHWITZ:
An Eye-VVitness Report
by Thies Christophersen
Foreword by Manfred Roeder
Order No: 01017-sihgle copy $3.00 + $1.50 for postage,
5 copies $12.50 + $1.50 for postage. Order from:
LIBERTY BELL PUBLICATIONS
|{()x 21. Reedy VVV 25270 US.A
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c a n p r o v i d e f o r this b y b e q u e s t . T h e f o l l o w i n g are s u g g e s t e d f o r m s
of b e q u e s t s w h i c h y o u m a y i n c l u d e in y o u r Last Will a n d T e s t a m e n t :
L I b e q u e a t h t o IVIr. G e o r g e P. Dietz, a s T r u s t e e f o r Liberty Bell
P u b l i c a t i o n s , P.O. B o x 2 1 , R e e d y W V 25270 USA, t h e s u m of $ , . .
f o r general p u r p o s e s .
2.1 b e q u e a t h t o Mr. G e o r g e P. Dietz, as T r u s t e e f o r Liberty Bell
P u b l i c a t i o n s , P.O. B o x 2 1 , R e e d y W V 2 5 2 7 0 U S A , t h e f o l l o w i n g
described property
f o r general p u r p o s e s .
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